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“… if you want something done
done, ask a woman
woman.”
- Margaret Thatcher
Surfing the web (and archived notes) looking for inspiration for this month’s column it
occurred to me that I don’t need to look very far. Inspiration is all around me. It comes
in the form of other women. When it comes to fulfilling a vision, large or small, taking
on a task no matter how grandiose, women get things done.
And like all women, I have had a lot to get done these past few months. In fact, at
times it seemed as though I was in over my head with projects and things on my to-do list; so much so that
the only way to get them accomplished was to reach out to my circle of girlfriends, business associates and
even women I just met … and enlist their help.
It all began with the Women Business Owners Survey and State of Business Forecast for 2008 . Our
goal was to solicit the input of 500 women. With a little (okay a lot of) help from my friends, 537 women
participated in the survey. It was an amazing experience and when all was said and done, turned into a
powerful document.
In the midst of getting the word out about the survey, celebrating holidays and planning events for the Women’s
eCommerce Association, 14 authors were submitting chapters to GET MEDIA SAVVY – A Woman’s
eGuide to Promote Your Products, Services and Ideas to the World. WE also expanded our Editorial
Team to include several new contributors to our Magazine. They are: Marcella Glenn, Nicole Graham, Bea
Kunz, Rochelle Teynor, Dr. Anita Davis Defoe, Gillian Hood-Gabrielson, Teresa Morrow and Lisa Tucci.
Each of these women raised their hands to be a part of making history with every issue we publish.
And then there’s the Who’s Who Directory of Women in eCommerce we are compiling. Our goal is to
include 1,000 women in the 2008 Edition. Have you sent in your listing yet?
Did I mention Virtual Woman’s Day taking place on March 14 & 15? Another major event that several
“busy” women have raised their hands to be a part of.
And because March is Women’s History Month, I am dedicating this issue to all the women who have gone
before me and will follow behind; you are my inspiration. It is wonderful to be surrounded by powerful,
successful women. You make my head spin, my heart sing and fill me with more energy than a rocket ship
expends.
So I’d like to amend Margaret Thatcher’s quote to say, “if you want something done, ask a BUSY woman.”
I hope she won’t mind.
See you in the history books!

Heidi

Heidi Richards Mooney - Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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movement to empower women worldwide.
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How to Become Wealthy by

NOT Repaying Your Debt
Wealth Secrets of Millionaires
by Loral Langemeier

Wealth Does that sound like a foreign word to
you? If you’re saddled with loads of consumer debt the
way so many Americans are, it is probably a very
unfamiliar word. Consumer debt is the greatest barrier
to wealth. And when you’re suffocated by thousands of
dollars of debt, it may seem impossible to get out.
There’s good news! It’s not impossible to eliminate your
debt and move toward wealth.. Most people simply don’t
have a system for paying off their debt, and as a result
they perpetuate bad habits and remain stuck in it. By
using the proper debt management system, you
can get out of debt quicker than you probably
imagined with minimal change to your existing
lifestyle.
To top it off, there is a system you can use that will allow
you to simultaneously create and feed the Wealth
Cycle™, a cycle of wealth millionaires use to consistently
and exponentially build their wealth. In other words, you
can simultaneously become wealthy and repay your debt.

Good debt is any low interest borrowing
you’ve done to finance a mortgage or student
loans, with the interest deductible against your
business operations. Good debt is good
because it is actual helps you make more
money (or, in the case of a student loan, it’s
helping you learn so you can later earn.)
Bad debt is consumer debt. That’s debt for
consumer items, such as high interest credit
card debt that you acquired buying perishable
items. This includes car loans and home equity
lines of credit. To build true wealth, you need to
abolish bad debt and – if you want to be a
millionaire – strategically build good debt.

It’s not what you would expect

Skeptical? You bet. But, you’ll be surprised at how easy
this is.

It’s a basic matter of good vs. bad
Before we get into the how-tos, it’s important to
differentiate between good and bad debt. That’s right –
not all debt is a barrier to wealth. In fact, some debt
actually adds to wealth. “Do you think millionaires don’t
have debt?” asks Loral Langemeier, author of the
popular book, The Millionaire Maker. “Of course they
do – sometimes millions of dollars of debt.” The reason
their debt is of no concern, however, is because it’s what
is known as “good debt.”

So what’s the best way to abolish consumer
debt? Many financial advisors will tell you to
scrimp, save and cut back on absolutely
everything that makes life fun. They’ll tell you to
create a very tight budget and then pay off your
debt before you can even think about making
investments of any type.
The first thing bad about this advice is that
when you deprive yourself of something,
inevitably you’re going to “binge” at some
later point. You’re basically setting yourself up
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for a spending spree, or the sabotaging of your
savings. “A budget is like a diet,” says Loral. “And
we all know that diets don’t work.”

payment. So you’re really not making any progress.
The debt consolidation company often ends up
benefiting more than you do!

The second thing wrong is the idea that you
should not invest in anything until your debt
is gone. Millionaires are always investing – that’s
one of their secrets to making so much money.
Investments act as essential fuel for the Wealth
Cycle™, so they are a good thing. Additionally, if
you are in debt, the passive income you’ll gain from
your investments will allow you to more quickly pay
off your debt (and that’s not even mentioning the
tax write-offs investing provides).

In Loral’s opinion, bankruptcy should not even be
considered an option. She believes that almost any
debt can be dealt with effectively using her five-step
debt elimination plan.
So what does work?
To tackle consumer debt, Loral’s five-step debt
strategy includes the following steps (explained in
considerable detail in her book, The Millionaire
Maker):

“What you’ll see,” writes Loral, “is that if you focus
on creating cash flow, you’ll never again have to
worry about your expenses overwhelming your
income.”

The Dont’s
Before we get into a debt management system
that works wonders for Loral’s clients, here are
some things she recommends you don’t do:
1. Transfer your debt to a lower interest
credit card
2. Home equity loans
3. Debt consolidation companies
4. Bankruptcy
Transferring your debt to a lower interest rate
credit card is what Loral refers to as “credit card
calculus.” The problem with it is that most people,
after making balance transfers, tend to lose no time
in running up their original high interest credit cards
again.
Home equity loans are another problem for most
people in debt. Too often these people borrow
more money after they refinance, incur more debt,
and then refinance all over again.
Debt consolidation companies take all your debt
and collapse it into one payment. However, what
they don’t tell you is that the reason your payments
are so low is because they are less than the interest

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create a debt elimination box
Calculate a factoring number
Make a priority payoff box
Use a “jump start allocation”
Make your debt payments

By using this system, your debt payments start
to build as you pay of your creditors, all of whom
have been listed in order of priority. Your capacity
to pay off your debt accelerates quickly. It does
require you to shave down unnecessary expenses,
but not cut out everything you love. In short, it’s realistic
- and mighty effective.

You simply have to commit to it.

But wait, there’s more!
Earlier it was mentioned that you can pay off your debt
and at the same time actively build your wealth.
Remember that Wealth Cycle™ mentioned earlier?
This is where it comes in.
The Wealth Cycle™ used by millionaires
consists of 12 steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gap Analysis
Financial Baseline
Freedom Day
Debt Management
Entities
Cash Machine
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Wealth Account
Forecasting
Assets
Leadership
Teamwork
Conditioning
9

It’s okay if you don’t know what each step means
right now. The main thing to understand is that the
key to success in using the Wealth Cycle™ is
knowing which steps to take, and in what order.
Everyone’s financial situation will require its
own order of sequencing. A wealth mentor can
help you determine what’s right for you. For some
people, the first step is to develop the proper legal
entities for their business and investments so as
to maximize tax strategies. For others it may mean
first reallocating assets so you can bring in
increased monthly income that enables you to start
investing. This will in turn bring in passive income
which will allow you to more quickly pay off your
debt.

To use an example of when entity structuring might
be used first, let’s say you have a graphic design
business but it’s not incorporated. This means your
debt includes a lot of expenses – cell phone, office
supplies, postage, etc – that you paid for out of your
personal account. If you make your design business
an entity, let’s say a “Subchapter S Corporation”, then
the portion of your debt that includes those items can
now be transferred over as business expenses. Now
you can write off that portion of your debt against your
income, giving you more money at the end of the year!
The interesting thing about the Wealth Cycle is, as
stated above, that you only focus on debt
management after you develop a Cash Machine,
The proper Entities, and engage in Forecasting.

“Building wealth from a position of great debt
takes courage, discipline, and positive energy,”
writes Loral.
“I realize this is a difficult scenario from which to create wealth, but
I also know that getting out of debt and building wealth is very
doable.” Loral has helped clients do it countless times.
What it takes is a commitment to gaining awareness of your
psychology, your finances, and a willingness to let of us
old habits that no longer serve you.

Then let the riches flow in!
About Loral Langemeier - Langemeier started her financial career by designing and
implementing personal and organizational development plans for Fortune 100 companies;
Chervon, Franklin Covey, Home Depot, Marriott, and DuPont. On the side, she developed her
own multi-million portfolio containing a diverse mix of traditional and non-traditonal investments.
The experiences led her to create Live Out Loud, a financial coaching and mentoring company
that focuses on teaching people to create wealth from the inside out. In 2004, she wrote Guerrilla Wealth, with Jay Conrad Levinson, whose series was published in 39 languages and had
sold over 14-million copies worldwide. As a result, she launched an international seminiar called
Team Made Millionaire, focusing on building financial independence through teamwork. Langemeier’s ventures have
resulted in helping thousands of people achieve financial success and she has emerged as one of the most successful
business and motivational speakers to hit the lecture platform. For more information on Loral and Live Out Loud visit
http://www.liveoutloud.com
WE magazine for women
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Seven TTrraits ooff Financially Successful W
omen
Women
by Sharon Michaels

What does it take to go from worrying about money to financially self-sufficient?
I know you’ve heard it said, “Success leaves clues.” So, one thing I enjoy doing is reading
success stories about women (just like us) who took an idea, opportunity or challenge and
turned it into financial security.
Over the past twenty plus years, I’ve read several hundred such success stories. And you
know what I’ve found? I realized that there were common and powerful threads running
through all the stories. Success really does leave clues.

Here are seven common traits of financially successful women who decided not to
settle for less than financial independence and self-sufficiency:
1. A dream, a need and a burning desire to change
from where they were to something better –
something more financially and emotionally
comfortable for themselves and their family. The dream
became a passion and the passion became unstoppable.

6. Each of the financially self-sufficient women
knew how to take their dream to fruition. They
were persistent and laser-beamed focused on a successful
outcome. They knocked on closed doors until they opened they came out of their comfort zone. They took risks!

2. A belief in themselves and their dream of
financial security that was so strong and
unstoppable, that obstacles and limitations would
not and could not stop them. They were determined and
motivated to make money!

7. Successful, financially secure women never,
ever give up. No matter the ups and downs,
no matter the challenges or failures and no
matter how many times they heard “No,” they
never gave up on their dream. The successful women I read
about were emotionally invested in the outcome and they
wouldn’t stop until they accomplished their goals.

3. The knowledge that success begins on the
inside and works its way out. Each woman knew
that the greatest investment of time, energy and
money that they could make, was the investment they
made in themselves. They went to school, asked a mentor
for advice, read books and learned the “secrets” of
success.
4. Success takes action! Not just any action but
focused action. Financial self-sufficiency takes a
focused plan of action. What do you want and how are
you going to make it a reality? Successful women did the
research, learned the lessons and then set out to make
their plan come alive.
5. Successful women make a difference. They give
back to others. There seems to be a “need” to
share their good fortune. They give of their time,
knowledge and energy, not just their money. Successful
women understand the importance of women supporting
women to personal and financial self-sufficiency.

What do you think? Do those seven traits sound doable?
Have you met women who’ve succeeded in reaching their
personal, professional and financial dreams? They weren’t
any different from you and me, were they?
Take a few minutes and read those seven success traits again.
Is there a dream or burning desire inside of you waiting to
come to fruition? Close your eyes. Can you see yourself
making that dream a reality? When you set your mind to
something and you accomplish it, doesn’t it feel great?
Are you ready to live your own success story?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
For over twenty years Sharon Michaels has been
writing, speaking and mentoring women to live a life
filled with purpose, passion and empowerment. She ementors women on ending self-sabotaging behaviors and
achieving guilt-free financial, personal and professional
success. Sharon is currently the Editor of the Abundance
and Wealth website at BellaOnline.com
http://www.bellaonline.com/site/AbundanceandWealth
To learn more about Sharon Michaels and her ementoring programs, please visit www.SharonIsMyMentor.com and
www.SharonMichaels.com
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Show Her the Money!
by Heidi Richards

Is there really free money for my small business?
This is the question many women entrepreneurs ask
themselves when starting their businesses and when
they need capital to expand or revamp their growing
companies.
Are you a female entrepreneur in need of a small
business or business grant? Are you in need of free
money to begin a business but don’t know where to
start? If these questions have crossed your mind of
late don’t worry because there IS hope for your
business. It comes in the form of grants,
scholarships and loans. None of which is
necessarily easy to obtain and yet, they are not
impossible either. The biggest challenge is where
to find them? And how to go about getting them
once you do?
These grants, loans and scholarships come in many
forms. From private investors, to banks to
corporations, to associations, to governments. For
instance, if you live in the United States, the
government designates several million dollars in
government grant money to assist small and
personal businesses to flourish. And the sad news
is that literally millions of dollars are left unclaimed
(unapplied for) each and every year due to a lack of
knowledge of these government grant programs.
By now you are probably asking yourself, “How can
I receive more information about small business
grants?” Finding and identifying sources for grants,
loans and scholarships requires time, effort, and
research.
Getting grants is not easy, it takes work – sometimes
hours of research and then there’s the application
process, which is daunting to most small business
owners. And I don’t care what the advertisements
say when they tell that you can get “free money” just
by writing a letter. That is simply not true. Especially
when it comes to grants. There is a lot of competition
for funding. You have to be able to write a good

proposal that clearly states your objectives and
includes all the criteria the grant fund requests
including what you are going to do with the money.
The main reason you might want a grant is because
you don’t have pay back the money you receive. Once
you determine if you qualify for a specific grant, you
must be prepared to work for it or hire a grant writing
professional to assist you.
If you want to learn to write a grant proposal yourself
first check out your local Community Foundation or
similar philanthropic training organization. These
organizations are the first place I look to for workshops
on grant writing. They are generally affordable and given
by experts who have been doing the work for years.

If the do-it-yourself route is the route for you,
here are a few resources to help you in your
grant and proposal writing:
Sample Grant Proposal #1 courtesy of American
Philanthropy http://web.archive.org/web/
20010216073923/http:/www.charitychannel.com/
GuestShare/Wendy_Norris/
Sample Grant Proposal #2 http://web.archive.org/
web/20001218024300/http:/charitychannel.com/
GuestShare/Tim_Puffer/
Sample Business Plans and Checklists can be
found
at
eBizTechNet.com
http://
www.ebiztechnet.com/cgi-bin/links/links.pl?passurl=/
Business/Small_Business/Resources/
Business_Plans_and_Checklists/ (you must register
to access the pages)
Jump Up – The Place to Start a business - Want
to calculate start-up costs, cash flow, and breakeven? You will find calculators and links to templates
and sample plans at: http://jumpup.intuit.com/tools/
planning/tools_services
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Check out this Interactive Business Planner a free service that uses the Internet to assist entrepreneurs
in preparing a 3-year business plan for their new or existing business. It’s located here: http://
www.canadabusiness.ca/ibp/home_en.cfm
In addition to all the business grants and loans available to small business owners, there are several
organizations, associations and corporations that provide scholarships to help you expand your mind and
your business. As with grants, loans require a significant application process generally beginning with a
business plan, budget and other important documentation.
The challenge is where to start? If you are a member of one of these groups or know of some in your
area you can find out what scholarships they have available to women. I have found that these types of local
scholarships get very few applicants making your chances of getting one (provided you qualify) quite good.
In addition to the two listed below, be sure to check out the list of 100 Grants, Loans and Scholarships
recently published in WE Magazine for Women blog at http://wemagazineforwomen.com/100-grants-loansscholarships-for-women/ There is also a list of Angel Investors and even a Directory of where to find more
Angels.

© Heidi Richards Founder & CEO of the Women’s ECommerce Association, International www.WECAI.org,
creator of the Who’s Who Directory of Women in eCommerce, visit www.whoswhoinecommerce.com for
your free listing. Download your free ebook “Get Rich – The Women’s eGuide to Building Wealth at:
http://www.wecai.org/get_rich.asp.

Download a free copy of

GET RICH! The Woman’s eGuide to Building Wealth Today!
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You Ha
ven’
Hav
en’tt Earned the Right to Sell to Me!
by Kathleen Gage
The Street Smarts Speaker and Author

How often do people try to sell us
something before we have expressed
an interest, have a desire, or are in the
market for what they have? It seems
the standard for many salespeople is
to try to sell to anyone and everyone
regardless of the interest level.
When someone attempts to sell us
something before we have expressed
an interest, the initial thought may be,
“Why would I buy from you? You
haven’t earned the right to sell to me!”
The fact of the matter is that selling,
both online and off, is about
determining if there is a need before
ever attempting to match a buyer with
a product or service. It is about
providing enough information for the
buyer to make the best decision based
on their needs. And it is about gaining
trust. The most successful sales
professionals are those who are a
resource before they are a vendor.
Having been in both brick-and-mortar
and online sales and marketing for
many years, it never ceases to amaze
me how many people try to sell
without determining the customer’s
needs. They don’t seem to realize that
the better the match, the more
likelihood for return business. The
better the match, the more trust
gained. If you depend on repeat
business or referrals, trust is
absolutely a factor in your customer’s
decision to come back to you when
they need your product or service.
Anyone who has been in business for
an extended period of time (or plans to
be) would be hard pressed to believe
otherwise. Whatever you are selling,
the buyer’s experience from the initial
visit and/or purchase will likely
determine whether or not they will ever
purchase from you again.

When a customer has a great
experience from the beginning the
chances of them turning into a repeat
buyer is more likely. It is a proven fact:
it is more cost effective to have repeat
buyers than it is to constantly seek out
new customers. That is not to say you
shouldn’t be adding new clients as part
of your business model. Building trust
with existing clients will add to your
conversion rate more consistently.
What is often missed in the equation of
sales and marketing is the lifetime
value of a customer. Once the initial
sale is made they are forgotten. With
proper care, a one-time or occasional
buyer can turn into a loyal buyer. And
loyalty is more often than not based on
trust.
We live in a “try before you buy”
society. Because of this many buyers
use what is referred to as the buying
ladder. The buying ladder is very
applicable to brick-and-mortar sales as
well as Internet sales.
Before buying a high ticket item,
buyers will “test the waters.” This can
be done in a number of ways: by test
driving a car, taking a tour of a home,
asking friends and associates for a
recommendation. When purchasing on
the Internet it can be downloading a free
information item or buying an
inexpensive product from a website to
test out the level of service, quality of
product, delivery time, quality of
information (in the case of an
information product), and response
time. It may even depend on the
buyer’s “gut feeling.” What are your
own buying habits? What process do
you go through before making the
decision to buy?

you heard the expression that if
someone has a bad experience they
will tell more people about that
experience than they do a good
one? I can’t say that I necessarily
agree with this statement.
There are occasions when I have
heard people rave about a great
experience over and over again.
Buying decisions are made for a
number of reasons, but they
ultimately depend upon whether or
not the buyer trusts the process.
And if they trust you. It is through
the process of building trust that we
have earned the right to sell.
Kathleen Gage, aka
The Street Smarts
Speaker and Author,
is an award winning
entreuprunuer,
keynote speaker and
bestselling author. Gain More Leads,
Better Prospects, Close More Sales
F*R*E*E eBook by Kathleen Gage
shows you how. STREET SMARTS
EMARKETING Online Success
Strategies Guaranteed to Put You
Miles Ahead of the Competition!
http://www.streetsmartsmarketing.com/
free-ebook.htm

When you gain trust people want to do
business with you. And they want to
tell others about the experience. Have
WE magazine for women
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I’ll Have What
She’s Having!
Three Powerful Action Steps that will turn your Potential
Clients into Paying Clients!
By: Angel C. Hale- Personal Life Coach, Keynote Speaker and Author
What if every time you entered a room people would say, “Wow, I want what
she’s having!” Do you think that might generate new clientele for your business? You bet it would! It’s called attraction and it is the most powerful tool in
your business-growing toolkit. Heck, it’s one of the most powerful tools in
your life!
I want to be sure to clarify here…they aren’t thinking, “Boy I want what she’s selling,” they’re thinking, “I want what she’s
having!” You see, we are attracted to those people who exude a life, an attitude, and a spirit that reflects what we want for
ourselves. We want to be with and work with people who inspire, challenge or support us in our personal journey. I buy
things I “need” wherever it is most convenient for me and where I can trust in the quality of both customer service and
products/services. However, I buy what I “want” from people and businesses who I can get excited about. I love telling
my friends, family and clients about these people and businesses because I love what they add to my life. I love the unique
services/ products and/or inspiration they provide me. Me, Me, Me!!! Catch a theme there? Yep, clients seek us out
because of what we have to offer that can make “their life” better.

All
Out
of

F
R
E
E

So how do we get people saying, “I’ll have what she’s having?” It’s fairly simple and I have broken it down into three
powerful action steps that really work: First, Practice Extreme Self-care; Second, Master “Authentic Listening”; and
Third, Take a Powerful Risk Everyday.

1. Practice Extreme Self-care
That’s right, practice not just basic self-care, but “extreme” self-care! In order to get people saying “I’ll have what she’s
having,” you have to be living a zesty, yummy life. People don’t want what you’re having if they see that you aren’t having
any fun, you’re constantly stressed out and you neglect yourself. They already have that. They want your experience of
joy, abundance and sometimes even indulgent living. Now that sounds yummy!
How can you indulge yourself today? Perhaps a massage, a candle-lit bath, or
an hour of reading that special book you’ve been meaning to get to.
Look for opportunities each day to bask in at least one activity of extreme selfcare and don’t be afraid to tell people how you are taking care of your mind,
body and spirit in these ways. Not only does it get people saying that they want
what you’re having (wonderful for business), but it also gives them permission to
do the same (your gift to them—bonus).
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2. Master “Authentic Listening”

3. Take a Powerful Risk Everyday

Think of yourself as a “Humanity Investigator.” It may
seem counter intuitive to be inquisitive rather than
telling people about you, but this really is a powerful
mechanism for attracting people to your business and
your life for that matter. What is the one thing people
want more than anything? They want to be heard.
Really heard. Being truly heard helps to authenticate
one’s humanity.

This third step seems simple, but it really does take an active
effort on your part. Powerful risks are risks with an anticipated
outcome. They are not just risks taken for the sake of scaring
the “begeebers” out of you.

By taking every chance offered to listen authentically
and ask genuine and intentioned questions, you not
only learn about your clients (they’re needs, wants,
etc.), but you also gain their trust as a confidant.
People trust those who truly engage with “them”. If
people know you’re only waiting for an opportune
time to market your services, they won’t be attracted
to you. In fact, they’ll be looking for the nearest exit.
Listening with authenticity is
not something you will want
to take lightly. It is a genuine
and real willingness to
vicariously participate in and
inquire into the life and
experience of another human
being. This cannot be
faked. People know if you
are not listening authentically.
If you aren’t they will feel even less valued and heard
than if you’d never asked them a question at all. Recall
the last time you talked with someone that you knew
had little or no interest in what you were saying but
asked you perfunctory questions just to be “nice.”
Would you ever seek that person out for future
communications or business? Not a chance.
So listen “authentically” and learn all you can about
the amazing people that surround you in your journey
on this planet. Your childlike curiosity and security in
who you are (not needing to sell them on you) will
have them saying yet again, “I’ll have what she’s
having.”

What is one thing you’ve been putting off doing because it causes
you fear or makes you uncomfortable? Do you believe doing
that thing will likely impact your life or business for the better?
Take a moment to write that action down. Then write the result
or outcome(s) you think could manifest as a result of taking that
action. If seeing that result/outcome on paper generates a sense
of lightness or motivation, use that energy to plan out how and
when you will take the risk. It’s your life in the making, so don’t
miss out on the opportunity to make it spectacular!
Powerful Risk taking is the key to creating a life that is “over the
top” wonderful!
“If no one ever took risks, Michelangelo would
have painted on the Sistine floor.” Neil Simon
Again, as you take powerful risks, share them with others. And
don’t stop there; share the results with them too! It is amazing
how verbally acknowledging our risks and celebrating the
powerful outcomes with others magically motivates us to
continue taking even more life-altering actions.
What do you think people will say when they hear your
enthusiasm, your courage, and the rich results of your actions?
You guessed it—”I’ll have what she’s having!”
Are you ready to “kick it up a notch” and get people wanting
what you’re having? Are you ready to attract more business,
more abundance, more love, and more fun into your existence?
It’s a simple but challenging formula that you can begin
implementing today!
Remember: Practice Extreme Self-Care; Master “Authentic
Listening”; and Take a Powerful Risk Everyday. Begin attracting
all you want for yourself and more. Be the one that enters the
room to a rousing chorus of, “Wow, I’ll
have what she’s having”!
Here’s to your success.

© 2007 Angel C. Hale - Angel Hale is the founder of ACCES (Angel’s Consulting Coaching and Education Services) and
Leading Ladies (Celebrating and Supporting Natural born Leaders). She is a Masterful Life Coach and acclaimed Motivational
Speaker. She lost her vision in 1986 but that didn’t stop her from creating and living a life that exceeds even her own wildest
aspirations! Angel’s engaging style and professional acumen has made her a highly sought Personal Coach and the Keynote
Speaker of choice for numerous public and private agencies, groups and organizations.
To learn more about Angel and discover what she can bring to your personal /professional life, your organization or your next
big event.visit:http://www.accessyourpotential.org/ and http://www.leadingladieslounge.com/
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Think Pink! Or Red, or Blue ….
The Art of Using Color to Attract Attention
“Using the right colors in the right ways can encourage a relationship or discourage a potential sale.”
By Heidi Richards

Whether you are looking for a mate or planning a
marketing campaign, it’s all the same. Color affects
our moods. It affects how we react to people, places
and products. And using the right colors in the right
ways can encourage a relationship or discourage a
potential sale. Color surrounds us in all aspects of our
lives, it’s everywhere! Think of clothing, cars,
decorations, logos, websites and even food.
You may remember the M&M campaign to choose
the next new permanent color of the candy shell. The
company wanted to create excitement on a global
scale and kicked off the campaign with three colors
asking consumers to choose their favorite among the
3 choices. The purpose of the worldwide public
relations campaign - which ran from early March to
mid-June 2002 - was to raise awareness of the product
as well as to drive traffic to the M&M’s website to
vote for their favorite. By voting, people had a chance
to win cash prizes. With nearly a million votes cast
from 200 countries, purple won. The winning color
was announced on June 19 to coincide with the new
candy choice being available in stores that very same
day.

RED, considered the most exciting color is most often
associated with passion, energy, and power. When it comes to
attire for instance a man might wear a red tie to exude power to
those around him and women who wear red as a main color
choice also have that aura of power. Of course, there are
exceptions. Such as a woman in a slinky red dress for instance,
might exude passion and a man might feel powerless in her
presence. A confidant man will be comfortable around women
who wear a red blazer to a board meeting and some men might
find it too overpowering, and can ultimately be turned off by the
suggestion of power the color represents. Red does however,
have strong masculine appeal. In advertising, Red is considered
to have the highest impact for attention and action.

PINK, on the other hand is considered a more flirtatious,
coquetish color and because men feel more secure around
women in pink, can be very attracting. Hot pinks can send a
message of youth and childlike enthusiasm, while lighter shades
of pinks and lavenders are used to generate feelings of nostalgia,
daintiness and romance. Pink is considered frilly and feminine.
Pink is considered a color that lasts as long as childhood. Pinks
and lavenders are often used in skin care and cosmetic packaging.

Color is a universal language (for the most part)

BLUE, is a relaxing color. It evokes a sense of serenity and

and has a lot to do with how people perceive one
another, how we attach ourselves to sporting teams
and yes, even how we feel about countries (based
upon the colors and symbols of their flags, no less).

protection Men who wear blue are considered safe and
approachable. Even bees are attracted to the color BLUE. Dark
blue conveys dignity and is often used in corporate logos. Light
shades of blue make excellent backgrounds for websites trying
to convey lighheartedness and positive expression. Blue does
not do well for websites wishing to sell food products as blue is
known as an appetite suppressant.

Color can influence our decisions and buying
choices.

Color can encourage loyalty, convey authority or
create a sense of playfulness in people.

Color is a powerful vehicle of symbolism and
connection, creating a sense of togetherness, color
can instantaneously communicate your personality or
your brand.

YELLOW, is considered a cheerful color. Yellow evokes
optimism, happiness, imagination and idealism. Yellow is
considered the color of intellect – it’s probably no accident that
BIG Bird on Sesame Street is yellow –since the main focus of
the show is to teach young children. Yellow stimulates learning.
It may also be the reason legal pads are mostly yellow, to stimulate
thought and spark ideas. In fact, I am writing this article on a
yellow legal pad. Yellow, also cautions us to be careful.
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The Pantone Institute of Color discovered that black
type on a yellow background helped with memory
retention and legibility. Sales people have discovered
that flyers done on a goldenrod paper with black ink
tends to get the highest sales response rate when
promoting a product or service.

GREEN is often used to create harmony and
balance and is often the color used in advertising to
symbolize a healthy lifestyle. It is used in health food
product packaging such as the case of Healthy Choice
brands. Brighter shades of green stimulate and uplift a
mood while darker greens can evoke peace and quiet.
Green also suggests rebirth and wealth. Deeper shades
of green signify prestige, power and money.

BLACK suggests sophistication and mystery. It’s
no accident that Dom Perignon Champagne is primarily
a black packaging. Black backgrounds when used with
colors such as red, yellow and orange can be very eye
catching and appealing. Be careful when using black as
a background color, however as it tends to be more
difficult to read.

BROWN symbolizes mother earth, home and
family. It is a conservative color, and depicts stability,
comfort and simplicity. Think UPS and what “Brown
can do for you,” a simple, yet strong statement of
stability and dependability. Brown is associated with
being natural. Unless used properly, brown could be
considered boring. Brown works well with greens and
blues or red and orange.

WHITE is associated with newness, innocence, youth
and simplicity. A white rose for instance is often used to
symbolize a “new” relationship or a new beginning (such as
marriage in many cultures where the bride wears white). White
is also associated with sterility and cleanliness - white gloves,
hospitals, etc. It can be associated with surrender – holding
up a white flag - or white light representing death.

ORANGE evokes enthusiasm, vibrancy and expanse.
Orange is considered flamboyant and a real attention getter.
It is perceived as inviting, friendly and intense. Darker shades
can have seasonal, even ethnic connotations while the paler
shades are considered pleasing and sophisticated. Orange has
been shown to stimulate appetite and therefore is often
associated with fast foods.

PURPLE is the color that symbolizes royalty and
spirituality. It has been used to suggest something different,
unique, something that stands out in a crowd. You may
remember Seth Godin’s book – Purple Cow and its premise
that in marketing we can continue to do what we’ve always
done and do it the same way as the competition or stand out
like the purple cow and grab the consumer’s attention.
When planning your advertising/branding campaign or a simple
night on the town, be sure the colors you choose convey your
mood and the mood of your company.

© Heidi Richards Founder & CEO of the Women’s ECommerce Association, International
www.WECAI.org, creator of the Who’s Who Directory of Women in eCommerce,
visit www.whoswhoinecommerce.com for your free listing. .

Check out Your Marketing Calendar 2008 It’s FREE!

HOW TO BE A

SMALL

BUSINESS WITH A
By Cynthia Renee Frazier

BIG

Many home based businesses look and feel small when they don’t have to. Today, it
is quite easy to leverage technology and a host of new tools to quickly turn a small,
relatively new company into a bigger more competitive business.
Sound Big on the Phone
“You have reached ABC business. We are either
on the phone or helping a client. Please leave a
message and someone will return your call.” This
voice mail greeting sounds like a one person office.
To present a bigger image, there are
several phone options available. A
virtual receptionist can receive, screen
and forward calls giving your company
a big business service at an affordable
price. The virtual receptionist can make
calls and schedule appointments.
Another option is to combine software
with a voice over to get a crisp clean
professional sound that routes callers
to the sales or marketing department.

I
M
A
G
E

Talk Big When You Speak
Many small business entrepreneurs use out
dated language when communicating with
potential clients and vendors. Using titles
like President and CEO rather than owner
sets the tone for conducting big business.
Likewise, saying my company comes
across as a large enterprise whereas
saying my business sounds like a one
person show. Other terminology for today’s
small business playing big include affiliates,
virtual, International, and global.

Look Big Online

Associate Big

Even though 63% of small businesses say that
having an up to date website improves their
company image, few actually have an effective site
that looks and feels like a professional corporate
company. Gone are the days when a website is a
mere electronic brochure. An effective small
business site can generate leads, represent multiple
streams of income, analyze visitors’ browsing habits
for improving conversion rates, conduct valuable
feedback surveys, and train potential clients how to
purchase your products and services.

There’s an old saying that still rings true in today’s
economy, “Birds of a Feather Flock Together.” The birds
of today’s small business are advisors, strategic
partners, think tanks and joint venture partnerships. No
matter how tiny your company is, it can become bigger
by assembling an advisory board comprised of experts.
Less formal options may be strategic partners or a think
tank. These are small business entrepreneurs who work
together for the good of both companies. And finally,
teaming with joint venture partners on projects and
events can mean big results for small businesses.

Cynthia Renee Frazier is the Author of 101+ Proven Growth Strategies for Small Business
Entrepreneurs, and proud sponsor of Walk the Walk for Financial Freedom
www.BusinessWomensGrowthSummit.com. Visit her blog to learn more about business growth
strategies. Share your growth dilemmas at www.EnergyTourCafe.com.
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Women’s Writing & Publishing Summit
Audio Program
Learn How to Create, Publish, and Promote Your Books
Writing, Publishing & Promoting Your Book Audio Program Now Available!
On July 19-21 & 25th, 15 experts came together to share their wisdom and knowledge about writing, publishing
and promoting your book. And we recorded every session! What does that mean? It means you can access
more than 15 hours of incredible, life altering information to make your dreams a reality. And you can access
them from the comfort of your home or your home office computer via mp3 and WAV audio files.
All for one low price of $57.00!

Here’s what you get:

Session 6 Publishing Options – Which One Is Right for
YOU with Sherri McConnell

Session 1 - Partnership Publishing - How and when to
use the Combined Forces of Publisher and Author to
Produce Your Next Book with Linda Radke
In this session you will learn the distinction between
Standard (traditional) publishing, self-publishing and
Partnership publishing including why you might want to
use the latter to get your book in the hands of your
readers.
Session 2 - So You Want to Write a Book! with
Ann McIndoo
Learn how to prepare to write Learn what to do before you
pick up your pen Create the structure for your book
Organize your materials Write Your Book
Session 3 - What to Expect When Working With a
Literary Agent with Sharlene Martin
In this session you will learn the inside secrets of a wellrespected literary agent who has represented major
players in book publishing.
Session 4- Publishing Books - The New Book Model
with Dan Poynter
Discover digital printing and then multipurpose your core
content into eBooks, audio, POD, special reports, articles,
seminars, consulting and more. Dan will share The New
Book Model: a plan for approaching agents and publishers
while self-publishing at the same time.
Session 5 - How to Leverage Your Contacts to
Promote Your Book with Lynne Waymon
Tackles the big issues of how to create a network and how
to deepen relationships with people in that network, how
you can get the most help from your network and how
to fit networking into your already busy life to
promote your book.

Learn about the current state of the publishing world and
hear the view from someone who comes in contact with
thousands of published authors every year and knows there
is more than one path to become a successful author.
Session 7 - Insider “Secrets” to Get into Major
Publishing Houses and Into the Hands of Your Readers
with Kim Weiss
In this session, Kim will share her years of experience
working with writers such as Jack Canfield and Mark Victor
Hansen and what they did to become two of the best
selling authors of all time.
Session 8 - The Art and Science of Working with a
Co-Author and Writing Children’s Books with Debra
Shiveley Welch
Working with another author can be wonderful or terrible, or
anywhere in between. - What’s it’s like to write a book
when your co-author is 11 (years old), how to put the ideas
on paper and into the hands of your intended audience,
and much more!
Session 9 - Copywriting Secrets Every Author Needs to
Know with Rosalind Sedacca
In this session Roz shares copywriting secrets for authors
on creating websites, writing sales pages, generating
public relations attention, acquiring testimonial
endorsements and more. Rosalind will be sharing many of
these insights in her presentation.
Session 10 - How to Make Your Book an AMAZON.com
Best Seller with Kathleen Gage
In this session you will learn the step-by-step formula
Kathleen used to take her most recent book to bestselling
status on Amazon.com in less than 24 hours after release.
She has successfully helped other authors achieve the
same results.
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Writing, Publishing & Promoting Your Book Audio Program (continued)

Learn how to reach millions of potential buyers, offer
incredible incentives for people to buy your book on a
specific day and have a team of marketing mavens telling
everyone they know about your book and where to buy it.
It is not difficult to do, but if you miss any part of it,
you can fail miserably.

Session 13 - How to Set up Your Own Small
Publishing Company with Betty Dobson
In this session, Betty goes through the steps to setting
up your own publishing company, talk about her journey
as a writer/publisher/editor, share her “secrets” to get
recognized for your work and answer those questions
you thought of and were unable to ask!

Session 11 - From Book Signing to Best Seller: An
Insider’s Guide to Conducting a Successful Low-Cost
Book Signing Tour with Jo Condrill

Session 14 - How to Use the Internet to Promote
Your Book with Donna Gunter

In this session Jo will show you how easy and fun it is
to do a book signing tour and sell many more books
in the process.

Now that you’re book is complete, how can you get
people to buy it? In this workshop, you’ll learn to use the
power of Internet Marketing to help you publicize, market,
and sell your book more effectively.

Session 12 - The Busy Author’s Guide to Writing on
the Run with Linda & Allen Anderson
In this session Linda and Allen will share with you their
top tips for “writing on the run” gleaned from years of
writing, sharing and learning from their own circle of
aspiring and seasoned authors their award winning
“Writing on the Run” Newsletter.

Session 15 - Let the Universe be Your Guide - Using
the Laws of Attraction to Get Your Book Written and
Published and So Much More! with Marilyn Jenett
In this session you will learn how the synchronicity and
guidance that ruled Marilyn’s entrepreneurial life
continued to govern the creation of a story and soon to
be published book, Feel Free to Prosper: An
Entrepreneurial Memoir of Synchronicity and Guidance.

What you will receive:
Access to each of the 15 teleconferences/webinar sessions.
All resources including the 40+ page Workbook, eBooks, Worksheets and eGuides
Dozens of additional resources to help you achieve your dream of writing a book including 3
bonus mastermind sessions.
When you order the audio program you are automatically eligible to attend our book mastermind
sessions at no additional cost – each one is recorded so if you miss out, you won’t miss the
content and all the valuable resources shared by our members and guest experts.

Click the BUY Now Button to purchase your copy of the audio program now!
Buy Now!
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The Top Hot 10 Reasons
to Hire a Virtual Assistant
By Teresa Morrow

A

VirtualAssistant
Assistant(or VA), is an independent contractor providing administrative, technical, or some-

times creative assistance to clients, usually to other independent entrepreneurs and solo and small business practices, such
as that of a lawyer or realtor. Virtual assistants work from their own office (hence “virtual”), thus making it a fairly popular
(and growing) profession.

Now my definition of a virtual assistant is:
* Confidant

* Personal Helper

* Friend

* “Right Hand” Person

who is able to help with the following, most often,
dreaded tasks:

1) Email Organizer -this is one that some work at
home professionals have a hard time “letting” go of,
however, when they decide to hand it over to their virtual
assistant, they are wondering why they didn’t to this
sooner. The VA can be responsible for screening,
organizing and replying to all emails.

4) Public Relations - This subject is something not all
assistants are good at, so you will want to talk with your
VA and see what ideas they have in this area. They should
have contacts for your business in regards to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2) Meal planning/Shopping Lists - For this, you can
have your virtual assistant send you recipes, meal
planning and the shopping lists to go along with it for
your
3) Form & Letter Creation/Distributions - Different
forms of written communication whether it be to a
vendor, supplier, customer or personal can be done by
your VA.
•
•
•
•
•

Fax Cover letters
Supply lists
Vendor reminders
Customer service checklists
Referral follow up

internet radio shows/podcasts
blog tours
blog carnivals
press release submission
article submission
e-zines/newsletters
press release

5) Company Reporting/Statistics - It is important for
you to know the following things in your business at any
given time:
•
•
•

where your business is coming in from?
what products or services your clients are
purchasing?
has your latest marketing campaign been
successful?

A virtual assistant can provide these types of reporting or
statistical information for you on a daily, weekly, or monthly
basis.
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6) Client Follow Up/Thank you’s - A VA can return,
do follow up or send thank you emails or phone calls to
your clients to save you time while keeping a high
standard of customer service to your clients.
7) Reminder of Important Dates - How about your
monthly haircuts, dentist & doctor appointments, or
how about receiving a reminder about time to do an oil
change in your car? A virtual assistant can be great
person to set up these reminders on your calendar and
send you audio reminders on your voice mail as well.
8) Brainstorming for New Ideas - Some virtual
assistants are great at providing a “sounding board” for
your new ideas or projects. In some cases, you may
wish to have them sign a confidentiality agreement,
however, this is by your preference. Just think, you may
even wish to partner with your virtual assistant on a
project to gain more exposure for both of you.

9) Event Promoter- Virtual assistants can help you promote
your event by posting them on networking groups, sending out
emails and organizing the details of what needs to be done.
10) Proofreader- If you write articles for your industry, it is
always a good idea to have another set of eyes look over the
writing again to check for common grammatical or spelling errors.
Although spellchecker is a part of every computer in the world,
it does not find words that sound the same but have different
spelling such as too and two or their and there.
A virtual assistant can be the go-to person for your offline or
online business. The skills can vary; that is where you will need
to search for the one that suits you and your business needs. A
virtual assistant can save you time, energy and money evey day.
If you are contemplating hiring a virtual assistant ask yourself,
how much money am I wasting each hour that I am doing the
above duties myself?

___________________________________________________________________________________________
Key Business PartnersTeresa Morrow - Virtual Assistant for the Working Mother
Get Re-Energized! http://www.keybusinesspartners.com
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ECOLOGICAL TRUTHS
by Bea Kunz
We, as a human society must grasp the idea of thinking and acting with the
understanding that we are part of nature.
We must become a planet that lives within and promotes a balance of ecological
habits, if we are to survive.
We must become and practice a sustainable agricultural system, one that
replenishes the soil, and works in ways that offers protection to our natural
resources.
Individually and as a global effort we must work to implement and/or enhance a
balance that will bring social and ecological harmony.
The health of our planet is our responsibility, yours and mine. Leaving the task
that must be done to future generations gave us what we have today.
Contaminated water sources, foul air, dead soil, and foods without nutrients and
laden with chemicals.
There is no quick fix to these problems, and, they are problems. This must be a
long term goal that becomes a way of life, a standard by which we live and
encourage others to do the same.
There are many, many, areas in which we all can make an effort. From personal and local, to corporate and global.
We each have a passion, and every passion has a Green side.

~~TO LIVE GREEN WE MUST LEARN TO THINK GREEN~~
“Good thinkers are never at a loss to solve problems, they never lack ideas that can build an organization,
and they always have hope for a better future.” by: John C. Maxwell — a well known motivational speaker.
http://healthradiostore.info/thinking-for-a-change.html - http://www.spokenbooksonline.com
There are many internet sites, books, tapes, groups and individuals who all have thousands of doable ideas, find something
that is workable for you and do it...just do it. It doesn’t have to be huge, or the perfect plan.
Start at home, involve your family, your community, your state. I promise you it will snowball and if one person takes a clue
from one other person, well, I think you get the picture.
There will never be a better time than now—think green—live green—pay it forward with a green legacy.

Together we can.......
Bea Kunz, owns and operates Sage Hill Farms. A Sustainable farm project that grew out of Bea’s desire to return to her c
hildhood roots of living on a farm, and her growing concern for our earth and our food sources.

Bea has farming roots that span generations. Along with her recent study and training under a
Master Gardener and Herbalist she has undertaken the Sage Hill Farms project with dedication and a
determination to make her part of the earth a healthier place to live and to pass on to the next generation.
Bea also works in the area of teaching others how to live and practice a sustainable lifestyle.
Visit Sage Hill Farms at: http://www.sagehillfarmsandvintagestore.com/
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By: Kathy Gates, Professional Life Coach - http://www.reallifecoach.com

A great life doesn’t happen by accident. A great life is the result of allocating your
time, energy, thoughts, and hard work towards what you want your life to be. A great
life is the result of using the 24/7 you get in a creative and thoughtful way, instead of
just what comes next. Customize these “secrets” to fit your own needs and style, and
start creating your own great life today!

1. S – Simplify.

5. E – Eliminate distractions.

A great life is the result of simplifying your life.
People often misinterpret what simplify means. It’s
not a way to remove work from your life. When you
focus on simplifying your life, you free up energy
and time for the work that you enjoy and the purpose
for which you are here. In order to create a great

A great life is the result of eliminating distractions. Up to 75% of
your mental energy can be tied up in things that are draining and
distracting you. Eliminating distractions can be a difficult concept
to many people, since they haven’t really considered that there is
another way to live. Look around at someone’s life that you admire.
What do they do that you would like to incorporate into your own
life? Ask them how they did it. Find ways to free up your mental
energy for things that are more important to you.

life, you will have to make room for it in yours first.
2. E – Effort.

6. T – Thoughts.
A great life is the result of your best effort. Creating
a great life requires that you make some
adjustments. It may mean re-evaluating how you
spend your time, or choosing to spend your money
in a different way. It may mean looking for new ways
to spend your energy that coincide with your
particular definition of a great life. Life will reward
your best effort.
3. C – Create Priorities.
A great life is the result of creating priorities. It’s
easy to spend your days just responding to the next
thing that gets your attention, instead of intentionally
using the time, energy and money you have in a way
that’s important to you. Focus on removing the
obstacles that get in the way of you making sure you
are honoring your priorities.
4. R – Reserves.
A great life is the result of having reserves – reserves
of things, time, space, energy, money, love. Simplify
first in order to find a reserve, then build on that. For
example, in order to find a reserve of time, first
simplify by delegating a task to someone else, or
simply dumping the task if it’s no longer important.
With reserves, you are able to live your life looking
forward instead of always digging yourself out of a

A great life is the result of controlling your thoughts so that you
accept and allow for the possibility that it actually can happen to
you! Your belief in the outcome will directly dictate how successful
you are. Motivated people have specific goals and look for ways
to achieve them. Believing there is a solution to the same old
problems you encounter year after year is vitally important to
creating a life that you love. Whatever you think and believe, you
create. Listen to what you’re telling yourself, and adjust that
voice if you need to.
7. S – Start!
A great life is the result of starting. There’s the old saying
everyone’s familiar with “a journey of a thousand miles begins
with a single step.” In order to even move from the couch to the
refrigerator, you have to start. There’s no better time to start
than today. Don’t wait for a raise, or until the kids get older, or
the weather is better. Today, right now, is the right day to start to
take a step in the direction of your heart’s desires. It’s what you
do TODAY that will make a difference in your life tomorrow.

Life Coach Kathy Gates specializes in helping
people who are ready to create a simpler, less
stressful, more joyful and meaningful lifestyle. Visit
www.reallifecoach.com to learn more.

hole.
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Twelve Ways ttoo Lo
Loook SSllimmer IInnstantly
By Nina Menezes
By: Liz Beresford

Do you have at least one garment in your closet that you never
wear because it makes you look fat? Maybe you take it out and try
it on every now and then but it still doesn’t flatter. It doesn’t
matter what you weigh you can easily make yourself look fat with
the wrong clothes. Learn these basic camouflage rules and you’ll
never make the same mistake again.

1. Avoid anything stiff. A stiff
garment forms a square box around
you. It doesn’t fall into
flattering loose folds but stands
out on its own making even skinny
people look large. Having a shape
is important whatever your size.

2. The same goes for the large
tents that we try to camouflage
ourselves in. It doesn’t work we
just look larger. Shape is needed.

3. Other than in your accessories
don’t wear anything shiny. Shiny
is great for jewelry, bags,
decorative motifs, scarves,but
not for a whole garment. Shine
reflects the light making you look
bigger and showing every curve
and bump.

4. You know about avoiding
horizontal stripes but are you
aware of hidden stripes? A belt
in a contrasting shade, large top
pockets, contrasting ribbing on
the bottom of a jersey? These
are all stripes and can make you
look larger than you wish. Look
carefully at a garment to check
for these design traps and avoid
them.

5. Conversely, subtle vertical
stripes are (usually) your
friend. Find them in a garment’s
style and stitching,
a deeply
cut V-necked jacket, a silk scarf
hanging loosely, long beads, the
drape of pants or skirt etc.

11. Beware of clothes that

7. Avoid bulky fabrics such
as quilted parkas - these
often offend on two counts,
one by horizontally machined
quilting and another by too
much padding. They look
enormous and so does anyone
who wears them. Thick mohair
jumpers
are
another
fattener. Thinner fabrics,
such as polar fleece, can
be equally warm so there is
no need to bulk up.

8. On the other hand don’t
buy cheap thin fabrics. A
fabric must have enough body
to hang well rather than
clinging. Even T-Shirts in
cheap thin fabrics look
dreadful and they don’t last
as long so are not really
cheaper. Buy fewer and buy
quality.

9. Monochrome dressing is
slimming and elegant. Dress
in one color from top to
toe, preferably a dark
neutral. For interest vary
textures or add color in
your accessories. A plain
black outfit with a turquoise
silk scarf or bright pink
earrings for example.

6. But vertical stripes on

10. Don’t wear frills and

tightly clinging leggings or
pants are not flattering. The
stripes follow your curves,
emphasizing them cruelly.

ruffles if you have passed
your 10th birthday. They add
bulk and look tacky.
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are too small, they are
fattening. Not only are they
unflattering but wearing
them makes you feel fat all
day. If a garment is tight
chuck it out or pack it away
until it fits again.

12. If you have put on a
pound or two don’t forget
to check your bra. Does it
still fit? Its so easy to
forget and to keep wearing
a bra that fitted once. Badly
fitting bras create horrible
bulges across your back,
treat yourself to a new one.

If you bear these tips in
mind when shopping for
clothes you will have a much
better chance of losing a
pound or two and looking
great.

For information about
weight loss and fitness
and to lose actual
pounds visit
http://www.trim-you.com/
©Liz Beresford. Liz is a
registered nurse and owns
and operates
http://www.trim-you.com
where you can find news
and up to date information
about various weight
loss diets and
supplements.
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Child Custody – Putting Your Children First
By Rosalind Sedacca, CCT
With the holiday season upon us child-custody
issues become more challenging and emotions
regarding divorce-related issues can easily become
more charged. I recently came upon an article
about proposed changes to child custody legislation
pending in some states. An investigative committee
was being formed to consider whether “shared
parenting may be the best custodial situation for all
children of divorcing parents.”

•

While I am a strong advocate of shared parenting –
it worked very successfully for me – I do not
believe it’s the right or only answer for everyone.
Because every situation is different when it comes
to divorce, I certainly don’t believe legislation
should be determining custody outcomes for any
family. These are issues that caring, conscious
parents should be deciding together with only one
goal in mind – the very best interest of their
children.

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
Unfortunately, too many parents approach this issue
as adversaries. When child custody becomes a
battle, everyone loses. Parents are pitted against
each other and innocent children inevitably pay the
price. The holidays are often a time when things
come to a boil.
When custodial decisions move into contention,
creating a scenario where lawyers, legislation and
courts determine the direction of your children’s
future, you not only lose power in your life, you lose
harmony within your already fragile family structure.
There is another way. When you create a childcentered divorce, your children win – on every level.
Parents who make a concerted effort to sit down
with each other and discuss the future well-being of
their kids together, keep their perspective where it
really belongs – on the children. To do this, they must
take into account and ask themselves some very
serious questions:

•

What’s best for our children today, tomorrow and
in the years to come?
How can we minimize the physical, emotional and
spiritual damage inflicted upon our children as a
result of our divorce?
How can we best support our children through this
difficult time?
How can we show your love and compassion for
them as they move through challenges they did not
ask for — or create?
What can we do to boost their sense of security,
self-esteem and well-being during the transitions
ahead?
Who can provide the least traumatic home
environment for the children – and for what percent
of each day, week, month and year?
How can each of us best contribute our assets –
physical, emotional and spiritual – to create
harmony, good will and peace within the changed
family structure?
How will our children look back at this divorce a
year, five years, ten years and more from now? Will
they understand?
How can we make life better for our children after
the divorce than it was before?

The answers to these questions are not simple, nor are
they black and white. They require honest
communication between two mature adults who have
their children’s best interest at heart. And yes, it may
likely take more than the two of you to come to
resolution on all the child-custody details. That’s where
you can enlist the aid of professionals — mediators,
therapists, counselors, life coaches and clergy. These
experienced and knowledgeable experts will approach
your divorce from a child-focused perspective. They
have the tools and insight to help you reach agreement
on issues that will affect the total well-being of your
children in the least-derisive manner.
As tough as this process may appear, wouldn’t you
prefer to make these decisions together, before you
approach the court – and lawyers – rather than having
them made for you?
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When parents let the negative emotions they’re feeling toward their spouses – hatred, hurt, disappointment, guilt, shame,
anxiety, frustration, mistrust and more – influence their decisions about child-custody issues, they are sabotaging their
children. It is selfish, insensitive and extremely unproductive to let your personal vendetta determine the relationship your
children have with their other parent. You are allowing personal satisfaction to get in the way of your parental
responsibilities toward your kids. And the cost – to them as well as to you – will be high. (Many children, as they grow,
come to resent a parent who keeps them from having a positive relationship with their other parent, leading to alienation
and other negative outcomes.)
The holidays are a time for you to keep your children’s emotional needs in mind as you make critical decisions that will
affect their well-being. Keep resentment, grudges, anger and other negative feelings at bay and choose to create a
season of love, security and harmony for your children. They deserve nothing less.

* * *

Rosalind Sedacca, Certified Corporate Trainer and relationship seminar facilitator, is the author of the new ebook, How
Do I Tell the Kids … about the Divorce? A Create-a-Storybook™ Guide to Preparing Your Children – with Love!
The book provides expert advice which helps you to create a unique personal family storybook that guides you
through this difficult transition with optimum results. To learn more about the therapist- and attorney-endorsed ebook,
visit http://www.howdoitellthekids.com. Rosalind can be reached at rosalind@childcentereddivorce.com. For free articles on childcentered divorce or to subscribe to her ezine, go to: www.childcentereddivorce.com. © Rosalind Sedacca 2007. All rights reserved.
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By Naomi Tickle
The History

The Perfectionist

Close Set Eyes

Personology, the study of the
relationship between the facial
structure and behavior, was first
researched in the 1920s by Edward
Jones, a judge. Based on the feedback
from thousands of subjects, he came
up with sixty-eight traits that indicated
92 percent accuracy for personality
and career profiles. Later Jones was
joined by Robert Whiteside who
recognized the value of these methods
when applied to real human situations.
The accuracy rate was amazing, and
this method of face reading would later
become a vital tool for career selection,
counseling, coaching, team building,
marriage, relationships, family
problems, etc.

When the outer corner of the eye is
lower than the inner corner, like Hugh
Grants eyes, indicate they are the
perfectionists. They seek perfection of
themselves and others. They notice
every little error and are amazed why
others miss, mistakes that to them are
obvious. A great trait to have for editing film or text. In relationships this
trait can be very challenging, they
come across as being very critical to
their partner. They immediately go to
what is wrong or doesn’t work. Parents who have this trait need to be
supportive of their children. It is very
hard for children to live up to the
parent’s high expectations. Praise
them for what they have done and only
comment when change is really
needed.

The close set eyed individual pays attention to detail. They dislike interruptions
or people being late. At times they can
focus on what is not working until the situation can become bigger than life. Combine this with cupped out ears and these
individuals could be very controlling.
Whereas the wide set eyed individual is
much more laid back. They do not enjoy
working with details and so pass them
on to others. They often take on too many
things at once and end up being scattered or even late. You will notice that
dentists, accountants, health specialists
and teachers will have close set eyes.
Most of your top tennis, golf and baseball players will also have close set eyes.
Just notice the patterns in people that
are in the same profession.

Today Tickle is conducting some blind
studies with career counselors to
compare her computerized career
program with the more traditional
tests. They are finding an exact match
for both careers and personality. The
major difference is that she is working
from photographs.
Finding Your True Purpose in Life
We are born with an “inner blueprint”
however, we tend to get off track and
end up being lost. We receive advice
from well meaning friends, family members and teachers, which can often confuse things even more. We take numerous tests and still are lost. The
system that is used for determining
our blue print, Personology, will validate much of what you know about
yourself and helps you to get back on
track with your life. Simply put, it connects the dots and gives us a clearer
direction to take our career. Many of
these traits can be seen at the day of
birth. How does face reading work? Following are examples of just a few of
the traits.

Tickle has helped many people find
a career direction with her face
reading skills. Here’s what just a
few had to say about their face
reading experience...
”I really don’t believe in these
things but I suspect I’ll have to
change my mind! I tend to say,
“Prove it and I’ll believe it.”
Well, Naomi has, and I do!”
- Maureen Phillips-Baldini ”I couldn’t believe how
accurate the reading was - and
how much depth was
revealed”
- Jill Alder “We hired Naomi to give us
some additional insights about
a potential employee. She
confirmed much of what we
thought. It was well worth the
investment.”
- J. Moore -

Exposed eyelid
When the eyelid is more exposed, like
Hilary Clinton’s eyelids, these individuals are more action driven and like to cut
through the red tape in order to do what
needs to be done. They like bullet points.
If you go on and on with these individuals, they will either cut you off or finish
off your sentence for you. The next time
you find yourself in the emergency unit
in the hospital, hopefully as a visitor, notice how many of the nurses and doctors
have exposed eyelids. They enjoy and
work well in crisis situations.
Naomi has been featured on CNN, NBC,
Good Morning America, and BBC, as well
as magazines world-wide. She states,
“By studying the traits, you not only learn
about yourself, but you discover what
makes another person tick. The more we
understand ourselves and others, the
greater the positive impact we can have.”
Her clients include IBM marketing division,
AT&T, FAMA , coaching and dental
conferences plus many more. For more
information, Naomi can be reached at
naomitickl@aol.com or go to her web site
www.naomitickle.com.

International Speaker on ... Reading Faces to Understand People ... a great tool for sales,
communications, team building, relationships and career assessment.
Read about a fruit juice that is helping hundreds of people enjoy a healthier life. http://www.myvemma.com/naomitickle
Phone # (001) 707 769 0290. http://www.thefacereader.com/ or www.Naomitickle.net
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Five Tips to Look
(and Feel) Confident
You walk into the dinner party and all eyes are on you. You’re standing tall,
have a smile on your face and everyone is intently listening to what you have
to say ... and then you wake up. The ability to make heads turn is something
most of us have fanaticized about, but in reality, how many of us can actually
command a room? Check out these tips to look confident and get noticed in
every room you want.

by

Awareness.
Awareness of the way you present yourself is the first and the most important
secret to taking the steps towards making great first impressions and being sure
you linger in their minds long after you left. An acute awareness of your posture
and your body language is what is going to make all the difference.
Good Posture.
Your posture is often influenced by your emotions, which means if you are feeling intimidated or shy, you might
drop your chin, hunch your shoulders forward and avoid eye contact. This is a dead giveaway that you are not
feeling comfortable and chances are that others will feel just as uncomfortable in your presence.
The posture of a self-confident, poised person is upright and proud, chin lifted, chest open and quite often a
smile. Even when you are feeling slightly intimidated, if you can master the self-assured stature, you will
immediately start feeling more confident. In other words … you can affect your mood or emotions by simply
changing your posture. Spend a few minutes in front of the mirror and make yourself aware of what your
confident stature looks and feels like.
Graciousness.
One of the greatest secrets to being remembered in a positive light is to be gracious. We often get into the habit
of asking, “How are you?” but how often do we pay attention to the answer? By being sincerely interested in the
other person, and greeting in a genuinely friendly way, you can be sure to get noticed and remembered.
Eye contact.
How many times have you gone on a date or sat in a meeting where you felt like you were not included in the
conversation, or the other person is simply distracted or disinterested? By maintaining eye contact with the person
you are conversing with, you give them the feeling that you are totally engaged and interested.
If you are talking to a group, make sure to make eye contact with every single person there if possible, because
you will make them feel included and significant. This establishes that you are confident and in control of the
conversation.
Sincerity.
Now remember, you can do all this—have the self-awareness, the great posture, be gracious and maintain eye
contact, but if there is no real sincerity behind your actions, people will look right through you. Believe what you
say and others will too.
Now that you know what it takes to be confident, all you need is the intention for others to see you that way. So go
ahead, make the decision that you want to have an impressive entrance and leave everyone wondering, “Who was
that person?”
©/™ 2007 Vanessa Bader - Vanessa Bader Performs on stages all around the world as a dancer, singer and actress. She is a seasoned pilates
instructor as well as an aesthetician, cosmetologist and massage therapist. She is the creator and teacher of The Pizzazz Factor™.
With the Pizzazz Factor™ Vanessa teaches people from all walks of life how to project radiance and magnetic presence, and maintain great
posture and poise at all times. For more information on Vanessa Bader, visit http://pizzazzfactor.com.
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Smart Networking
134-Cygnet-Pool-Lake-McLeod-West-Australia
by Andrea Nierenbert

Many of us still have a negative perception when we hear the word “networking” and as I
always say, it’s a misunderstood word. My theory is that good networking skills build links
and alliances with people we meet along our career path.
“The opposite of networking is not working”—you can learn from everyone you meet and
also be a resource to them. If you are lucky, down the road something may come back.
1. Is networking just about finding
customers and growing one’s
business?

people who lose interest if they don’t
think you can help them—the people who
figure they only need to “network” when

they NEED a job or business. The key
Networking is all about developing and is always to give first. Be a resource-go
building relationships first. When this through your database and think how
happens with hard work and sincerity, you can help the other person. Every
customers will come. It’s like a day, get in touch with three people just
garden. When you meet new people to say hello. I do this systematically. It
for the first time, it’s like planting a could be as simple as sending an article
seed. When you stay in touch by including a note saying “I haven’t spoken
meeting for coffee or sending a holiday to you in a while, and thought you might
card, it’s like watering the seeds. be interested in this.” Or let them know
Finally when there is a genuine reason about an event they might enjoy, or
for you to have a closer working congratulate them on a recent
relationship or friendship, it’s like the accomplishment. Keep it sincere, short
harvest. Remember we can plant and and make it about them—not about you.
we can water—however the growth is
a natural and organic process. You 3. Is networking costly in terms of
cannot rush it. One needs to think win/ time?
win and patience. I look at each
connection I make as how I can help Networking the way I look at it, is part of
or refer that person. The biggest joy everyday life. Think of your current
is when I put someone in touch with business or company—how can you
someone else and they do business connect with each person, vendor, or
together. Three of my major corporate client and then plant seeds so that you
clients took over three years to get referrals. Ask questions, show
develop-lots of staying in touch, interest and ask about things that are of
patience and finally an opportunity to interest to them. The “time” that you
work on an assignment. Each has invest will be paid back many times over
turned into multiple referrals within the as you are developing and building
organization. The goal is stay in front relationships. Think of the associations
of people, to be on their radar screen you belong to and make the time that
as a thank you. I do this with my you go to these meetings and functions
electronic tips of the month, myMelbourne
work for you. Get involved: work on
quarterly newsletter and a variety of committees and meet and develop new
articles.
contacts throughout the year.
2. What has been the biggest
“negative” that I have heard about
networking?

4. What are some things you can do
to become more visible in your
community?

The top complaint that came from a
national survey that my company did
was about people who act like they
are trying to sell you something-right
when they meet you. They pounce on

Offer to speak at a local organization
meeting. You might also offer to do a free
mini seminar on your specialty in
business. Write articles and publish your
own newsletter, which you will send to
your master file and also to a prospect
list and database that you continually are
developing and building. On the market,

you and tell you only about
themselves and don’t have any interest
in you. Another complaint is about
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there are many pre-produced marketing
pieces that can be created and customized
with your name and contact information.
Just be sure to always sign it yourself and
if possible add something personal. For me,
the newsletter is a “piece of gold”. I send
out 2,500 copies quarterly and I always
personalize each one—it can be as simple
as: “Hi, Lisa, hope you’re great! Andrea.”

5. What are the five great keys to
building your business through
networking?
•

Meet people and nurture your
current network.

•

Listen and learn from everyone you
meet. We learn more by listening
then talking, which is why we have
two ears and one mouth. Also—
we can learn from those we do not
like—we learn how not to be.
When you listen—you also learn
what people need and how to be a
Sydneyresource and give to them.
•

Make connections for others—find
ways to connect other people
together. I say 1+1=3. People will
remember who made the original
connection.

•

Follow up—this is critical and the
one thing most people forget to do.
Under promise and over deliver. Do
what you say and do it in a timely
fashion. A wonderful quote I live by:
“Give without remembering, and
receive without forgetting.”

•

Find creative ways to follow up—
There is always an opportunity to
stay on people’s radar screen with
an article, note, something of
interest
to
them—even
remembering their birthday.
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Remember this:
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Remember people’s Names and Nurture your Network
Have good Eye contact, Empathy and know when to Exit
Talk less, listen more—think, Trust, and Timing is everything
Write personal notes to people and remember this is Work!
Every time you meet someone is an Opportunity to learn and be Organized
Reputation, Relationships, Reflection, Rapport, Results
Knowledge is power with execution, Kindness pays!
Be Interested in others, Integrity is key, take the Initiative
Sometimes you have to say No
Goals, Gratitude, be Generous with your time

Andrea Nierenberg is a master at helping others build their interpersonal skills to create strong connections. Ms.
Nierenberg is known as a business development authority who demonstrates how to balance today’s high-speed
communications with the people skills that transcend time and technology. This is accomplished through her
outstanding keynotes addresses, seminars, articles she writes for national publications, and her appearing on
national television programs. She specializes in Presentation Skills, Business Development, Customer Service
and Management Training.
She has also written and produced audio and videotapes, which feature some of her most popular topics:
networking, presentation skills, and motivation. Her book “Non-Stop Networking How To Improve Your Life, Luck
and Career” was published this past October by Capital Books and is in its third printing. More information about
Ms. Nierenberg can be found on The Nierenberg Group Web site: www.mybusinessrelationships.com.
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WORN LEATHER OF WARRIORS
Walking the Mentor’s Path

by Joyce Hansen

At the age of 19, I was fortunate enough to meet a mentor who encouraged me to plunge into new responsibilities with both feet. I can
still remember when he was leaving for a trip to Edmonton and told me that I would need to finish negotiating an Offer to Lease in his
absence. When I replied that I had never done that before, he said “I guess you will learn”.
From that experience, I usually learned by following the footsteps of others by attempting to walk in their shoes. I certainly have worn
out a lot of shoes along the way, but becoming “street savvy” has been a key to overcoming the hesitancy I formerly felt when walking
into new territory. I am constantly seeking out new mentors to help me with my current challenges and have a great thirst for their
knowledge and experiences.
Writing out a list of traits and experience criteria of mentors that you would like to meet is helpful to gain clarity about the type of people
you would like to attract to you. Look for these types of people wherever you go. Ask them if they are interested in establishing a mentor/
mentee relationship. They probably will lead you to someone else if it isn’t the right timing or situation for them. Don’t be afraid to ask
others for help. It is truly a sign of strength not weakness to seek the advice and assistance of others.
Because of my experiences and my passion for helping others, I
have placed myself in a mentor’s role many times along my path.
I urge everyone to willingly share their knowledge and to
genuinely be happy for others when they succeed.
It makes my day when I get an e-mail from someone sharing that
they went outside their comfort level to try something new that
I had suggested and they were successful. Imagine what a
different place the world would be if we all took time out to think
of ways to be of help to others in their professional or business
life or both.
If you have an urge within you to play a role in helping someone
else succeed, consider these benefits.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

You’ll learn. By serving as a mentor, you will learn from
your mentees about yourself in ways you never
imagined.
By being a mentor it is your chance to pay back and
show gratitude for the people that have enlightened
you in the past.
You will feel satisfied, proud amongst other energizing
emotions. When you have a positive effect on your
mentees, expect several positive feelings of pride,
satisfaction, happiness, contentment, and excitement
along with the enjoyable physiological reactions that
go along with helping others succeed.
You’ll leave the world a better place. Taking the time to
reach out to others, sharing your life’s wisdom and
showing your respect for them is probably the least
expensive and most powerful way to change the world,
one life at a time.
It helps you to clarify your own vision. You need to do
this before you can help your mentees with theirs.
Positive reinforcement delivered through words – praise
– is a vital mentoring skill. When you use it effectively,
you will also receive positive reinforcement from others
in ways that you never expected.
Teaching mentees how to eventually judge their own
performance so they can correctly evaluate their ability
in certain areas serves as a reminder to you to genuinely
assess your own performance on a consistent basis by
being honest with yourself as to your true performance
level. False feedback will not help your mentee or
yourself grow.

8.

By establishing difficult, challenging tasks for mentees,
you can set larger goals for yourself and work alongside
the mentee as well as leading the way, delving into new
waters yourself to once again leave more track marks by
walking in new footsteps. This will encourage the mentee
to keep forging ahead because they see you coping with
challenges and not giving up at the first roadblock.

Some mentees will come to you with specific objectives and want
to immediately work on these objectives. They won’t want to
explore personal visions and long range plans for their lives. After
you have built their trust and have had a chance to get to know
them better and to understand their strengths, you can invite
them to step back and explore the future and their personal visions.
As a mentor, you have that unique opportunity to help mentees
with their “big picture”. In turn, you may discover creative ideas
to incorporate into your own “big picture”. Some of my best
ideas have come after I have had a brainstorming session with a
client.
When considering establishing a mentor/mentee relationship,
reflect on these key components to manifest a successful
experience:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Write out a Purpose Statement
Decide Communication Vehicles
Establish Trust Boundaries
Map out a Stepping Stone Process
Establish Progress Milestones
Determine Method of Feedback
Set Achievement Timelines
Set Date for Celebration Ceremony

Remember, that whatever you have done or dreamed of doing,
others can benefit from your experiences. Dreams emit magic and
power. Be brave, walk your talk, follow in others footsteps but
don’t be afraid to leave your own imprints. Become a seasoned
warrior and lead the way – one footstep at a time.
Copyright Class Act Connections. All rights reserved.
Joyce Hansen, President, is a public relations and
business development specialist who helps her clients
manifest their success. She can be reached at
joyceh@classactconnections.com or 905-278-0952.
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Cape Verde , the land of Morabeza1
by Linda Pereira
As you fly towards the Cape Verde Islands and
the rocky, mountainous landscape emerges in
the distance you are first taken by surprise at the
sheer contrast of red and black rocks. You have
come face to face with the islands of morabeza,
an unspoiled oasis for those seeking to escape
routine and head to a place that offers sun, fun
and a welcome so warm that it is hard to put into
words. One visit to this quintessential island
retreat as yet undiscovered by the mainstream
tourist market is all it takes for visitors to
understand what paradise really is all about.
When the experts talk about dream societies this
is what they are talking about.
Cape Verde is in the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean on the same latitude as the Caribbean
and is most famous for its great musicians such
as the incomparable Cesária Évora and Tito
Paris. It is located off the western coast of Africa.
These previously uninhabited islands were
discovered and colonised by the Portuguese in
the fifteenth century. An independent democracy
for over 32 years, the islands are a peaceful,
harmonious beacon in the midst of an often
troubled Africa, its nearest coastal neighbours.
This is the only African destination with no
endemic diseases, continuous growth and
stability and a dynamic and ambitious young
generation who are making this group of islands
a tremendous attraction for investors from all
over the world specially Ireland, Italy, Portugal
and Spain….and a brand new Hilton hotel to
open in 2009. With a fabulous all year round
average temperature of 75 °F and less than one
millimetre of rainfall in the winter months, the
climate is arid, but Cape Verde’s position in the
Atlantic contributes to soften the aridity, that
otherwise would be the same aridity as that in
continental areas.

1

In Cape Verde time loses its dimensions and all the
surroundings give way to sensation. The sense of
freedom, the atmospheres, the endless possibilities
for inspirational adventures and the variety of searelated activities mean that the only limit is the
visitor’s imagination. But you have to change your
internal clock here. Life moves at a leisurely pace
and the word stress has no meaning…
Until recently Cape Verde’s beauty was largely kept
a secret – the long beaches of endless white sand,
lapped by turquoise ocean: the historical mystery of
colonial style towns like Ribeira Grande the first
European City in the tropics: the wide variety of
landscapes – from dramatic volcanic – to lush and
verdant.
Nowadays, the Cape Verde islands are opening up
to tourists, especially holiday makers searching for a
rich blend of fresh holiday experiences. Even the
Cape Verde people are unique, being a cultural mix
of Europeans and their two nearest neighbours –
Senegal and Brazil, this combination is most
obvious in the ever-present Cape Verde music; a
scintillating hip-swinging fusion of Samba and Salsa
sprinkled with tribal African.
What most strikes you about the islands is the
absolute beauty of its inhabitants. A perfect blend
between Europeans and Africans, these tall, lithe
proud people revel in their art, culture, music and the
beauty and simplicity that is their home and they are
so proud to share it with everyone who comes to
call. This is after all the only African country with no
endemic diseases, no political instability, minimal
crime rates and a currency with a fixed parity with
the Euro. An absolute haven for travellers.

Morabeza – a Creole word which means love, friendship, warm feelings

Sal Island
All the islands have different personalities and the
experience you get on one is not the same as that
of another. However at the risk of alienating all my
new friends I do have three personal favourites.
São Vicente feels like a spiritual home to me. It is
known as “the pearl of West Africa” and there is
good reason. It is the cultural capital of Cape
Verde and its festivals such as Carnival are widely
known. However there is a lot more to the Island
than that. Its laid-back islanders live surrounded
by sandy beaches, calm tropical waters and yearround sunshine so they ooze fun. Spending a
weekend on this island is memorable. As the sun
begins to set on Friday evening you begin to see
group after group of people, families, teenagers
and the parents all heading to the town square
where soulful music rings out to call everyone to
the spirit of community. By nine o’clock the square
is teeming with chatting, laughing people and a
variety of musical sounds emerge from every
corner of the square. This is the island at its best.
And this goes on for the whole weekend. A spiritual
experience. Music is the heartbeat of Cape
Verdian culture and São Vicente is the pre-eminent
arena for it. Mindelo, the Capital is the home of
the internationally acclaimed Cesaria Evora,
affectionately acclaimed as the “the barefoot diva”.
In August over 35,000 people flock to the island to
attend
theBay
International Music Festival.
Cascais

Then there is the breath-taking Santo Antão – breathtaking mountains and sheer cliff drops. As the buses
wind their way along the narrow cliff roads it seems
impossible to believe that hardly any accidents are
registered here. This truly feels as if you are going back
in time. IF like me you are lucky enough to have the
opportunity to eat a breakfast served in the forest you
will truly learn that silence can be extremely loud…
Then there is the unforgettable Sal Island, the perfect
location for those who just want to switch off the hustle
and bustle of civilisation and enjoy an island which is
just one long beach resort. Sal has the islands fourth
largest population and because of its location is the
ideal place for a sun drenched holiday. Crystal clear
blue waters, endless stretches of white sandy beaches,
top end hotels and a myriad of activities available for
those who like more action-packed ways to pass the
time. My personal favourite hotel is Odjos d’Agua
located right on the water in Santa Maria and surround
by vegetation and silence. If you don’t stay there at least
take the time to sit on the deck over the waves and watch
the sun set – the best view on the island or stay for dinner
and enjoy the music. However if you want to enjoy the
most delicious meal on the islands go to dinner at
Americos, simply one of the best restaurants on the
island – but go early as it is not a well-kept secret and it
is always packed full.
by Linda Perieira
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You cannot leave the islands without listening to a sultry morna or dancing to the sensual romantic rhythms
of the local music. Then there is the wonderful food and eating a cachupa, a wonderful dish of beans,
vegetables and meats. Of course then you must finish off the meal with a strong coffee and a glass of grog,
a strong local alcoholic drink made from sugar cane. This is truly the Cape Verdian experience. But then if
you are more the active spirit you can go diving, trekking, hang-gliding etc…but you will forgive me if I just
use my energy to turn over on this hammock overlooking the bluest of Oceans and just mentally prepare
myself for the very hard evening to come – after all there are at least three types of fish I have not yet tasted
and today is my last night here….

Linda Recommends
Must Do’s
· Visit at least three islands – if I had to recommend which three I
would undoubtedly say, Sal, São Vicente and Santo Antão.
· Go to Americo’s to eat Cachupa and make sure you meet Americo
himself!
· Have dinner to the sound of Sensual sultry Cape Verdian music at
Hotel Morabeza
· Have an after dinner drink on the deck bar of Hotel Odjos d’Agua
· Rent a car from Mr. Anacleto and drive around the island at a
leisurely pace – take water and a swimsuit and stop at every
stretch of water to refresh yourself
· Eat fish and more fish on any of the islands…
· Visit Baía das Gatas (bay of Cats) and walk for miles in the water…
· Go to Fogo island and see the active volcano and the lush
vegetation…

“Hey, Heidi. Love the WE magazine! Didn’t know about it until now. Beautifully designed, too.
Must send you an article!” - Barbara Payne, http://www.swwan.org/

“Heidi - I am so excited for you regarding WE Magazine!!!! I will read the magazine this weekend and will
be happy to contribute any articles, etc. that you feel beneficial. I am finally into writing the (long-awaited is that the same as procrastinated) book “I Would Have Been a Hippie, But I Couldn’t Get Off From
Work”, Best wishes to you, Heidi - you are remarkable! Most women are in one way or another - but you
are exceptional.” - Charlene – ReunionFriendly.com
Cafe Brasileira
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Elisabeth Moreno

Developing Diva
Tell us a little bit about yourself. How you got started in
business for yourself, why you chose the businesses you
are in, a little about your business model and anything else
that will help our readers understand you.
I was born in Cape Verde 37 years ago and have two children. I am currently
the Commercial Director responsible for major international accounts at
Dell, one of the world’s leading IT companies and I am based in France.
I am also the President of the « Cabo Verde Business Club », an
association of Cape Verdian entrepreneurs in France.
What was your first year in business like?
I started working relatively early at the age of 20. I
had just married and was continuing my studies in
Business Law. At the time my husband convinced
me to start up our company. This seemed rather risky
to me at the time considering that I was just beginning
my life as a woman and aspired to a certain amount
of security, children etc. In short, simple but
meaningful things at the same time. However my love
of adventure spoke louder and we took the plunge
into our own business. A year of madness, studies,
and a new professional activity which is far from what
I had studied for. I went from a very classical scenario
of the Law to a male-dominated business world
(thermal isolation for buildings)
That first year was an extremely rich learning
experience in many areas and very difficult for many
reasons ; we had to adapt our business plan to reality,
raise the necessary financial support, negotiate
favorable contracts, recruit good staff, and make
yourself known and recognized in a particularly hard
and competitive sector. My husband and I then decided
to divide the tasks according to area of expertise: he
took over the contacts and the market, operational
management and I took over the legal contractual
aspects, administration and finances.

What were/are some of the obstacles you have
encountered (overcome)?
From the very outset I felt that a woman in this activity
sector to which I aspired would always face
challenges. My being young and ambitious also
proved to be a source of irritation to others….I has
always wondered just why this is so… In addition, to

the purely professional aspects, the need to carry out
my duties as a woman, mother, student and business
woman proved to be an even greater challenge. This is
where I truly developed and mastered my great talents
for organization and planning. My skin color could have
been an additional ‘problem’…but I had decided that I
already had enough other problems to manage without
adding this one which was in fact not a problem at all. I
have always been very proud of who I am. Of my dual
culture, my dual nationality, my dual professional
route…That is my greatest wealth.
And that is exactly why I am proud of my choices and my
personal history.
What experience in business taught you the most?
Our capacity to be multifaceted is what I have particularly
learnt throughout my life. In addition to my career I also
went back to school in 2005 to continue my studies and
obtain my Executive MBA. There again I had to multiply
myself and considerably extend the number of hours in
my days, forget weekends, sacrifice my holidays. But the
experience was incredibly enriching, gave me confidence
in my capabilities. Paradoxically it was precisely during
those years that I won my best contracts and produced
my best projects. Simply because I learned that it is
always possible to extend your limits further when you
believe that everything is possible.
I admire the capacity of women to get on with their lives
(single of double parent families), their associative
activities (very often led by women) and their professional
careers. All this is sometimes dangerous because the
world of business is still very much a man’s domain
(organization, time management career, recognition,
competition, masculine prejudices…and feminine!) I have
also learnt that in my private life it is fundamental to be
surrounded by good people. One rarely succeeds long
term alone.
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What would you say is your “Claim to Fame”?

Martin Luther King, Rosa Parks, human beings like you
and me, although brilliant, who followed their dreams and
ideals, who suffered, and sometimes given their lives and
who have achieved marvelous things, I am filled with hope
and I am inspired.
What are some of the trends you are
noticing in your industry?

Cape Verde

Definitely what I did with the Cabot Verde Business
Club last year: “The Cape Verde week in France”.
You know one of the particularities of Cape Verde is
the dispersion of its citizens worldwide: There are
more Cape Verdians abroad then there are in Cape
Verde. In France we are over 30000. And we wished
to celebrate our culture while celebrating our dual
loyalties also to France and to Cape Verde. So we
organized our first cultural Cape Verde in Paris in
Place Saint Germain, a mystical location in order to
attract great intellectuals, artists, Americans, Italians,
Portuguese, Dutch etc….and Cape Verdians specially
the younger generations born in France and who have
a fragile knowledge of their parents roots…to have
been able to showcase my very personal image of
Cape Verde and shared our Morabeza was greatest
moment of pride! I had dreamed of being able to do
something for my « small country » as sung by the
great Cesaria Evora. And thanks to this event I have
done it!
I said a few moments ago that it is difficult to achieve
things alone in business or anything else, and this
event proved that to me. The success was shared
by many people and that always fills me with emotion.
From where do you draw inspiration?
My dual African-European culture and my family
history! I was born in an honorable but poor country. I
grew up in a rich country with great potential. My
parents made many sacrifices so I could go further. I
have always believed that I had been given a great
opportunity to honor them by making the best of it. I
am by nature curious, open, and attentive to what
surrounds me, what I have lived and what I have yet
to live. My life has been a collection of wonderful
things, but also great obstacles and suffering. But
once I read and understood the story of great people
like Nelson Mandela, Simone Veil, Amilcar Cabral,

1.Globalization. If certain companies have for a long
time operated in a limited space everything has changed.
Nothing is the same. Today work is global, even if the
world is polarized around the great industrialized
countries. However the growth of the so-called emerging
nations (China, India, Brazil, Russia, etc…) have
changed the board. Globalization of work and competition
has emerged as a result of development in transports,
and new communication technologies, a new
commercial reality. Many products and services essential
to our daily lives are now provided by people working
thousands of miles away in another location. As such we
have learnt to work differently, integrating aspects of
diversity which had until now honestly been of little interest.
I am lucky to work in a multinational company, which in
addition operates in IT communications technologies, so
this is a subject I am more than familiar with. I am well
aware of all the advantages and benefits but also of the
disadvantages. 2. Mobility This is complimentary to
the previous trend. I would add that with everything being
faster and further, new communication technologies are
indispensable for business performance.

What’s the best business advice you have
ever received?
One day, while I was complaining about the difficulties in
managing certain people, my boss told me « all kinds of
talents are necessary, all kinds of personalities, and all
diversity, to make a company successful ». This piece of
advice has proved very useful in my life. It is in fact rather
easy to work with people who are similar to you. Who
function like you. Who have the same ambitions. But the
greatest success which I best recall I have achieved with
people who are very different, either because of their
background or their life experience. Today my team has
men and women of 9 different nationalities. We have a
common goal and it works and I am proud of our joint
success.

In fact Fred, if one day you read this interview,
I thank you very much for teaching me
this lesson!
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What advice would you give someone just
getting started in business?
Believe in yourself, work commitedly, and know your
environment…and you WILL succeed!
What significant partnerships have played
a role in your success?
Global Networking sounds like the best recipe! I don’t
think that there is one single partner but many. They
come from my family, my friends, the associations I
am involved in public bodies, Women Business
Entrepreneur Associations. In short by being generally
open minded, available and generous, the return is far
greater than one can possibly imagine!
What do you enjoy most about what you do? On
a personal note, what do you enjoy doing most
outside of work?
Professionally? Developing partnership relations with
and among our clients. Finding new people to meet
and handling new challenges. On a more personal note,
what I most love is spending time with my family and
working in my associations!! If I had more time I would
take up sport!!!
Tell us about a typical workday for
Elisabeth Moreno?
I start my day at 6:30 (my second daughter is only two
years old) and follow an average mother’s routine and
drop my daughter off at the nanny about 8 o’clock.
Then I handle the pending business from the previous
day - the most urgent emails are dealt with in the car
as there are a lot of traffic holdups! At the office at
9:00 am. Then my day is dived into an array of business
meetings, internal meetings, point collaborators,
management responsibilities all until 19h30. Back
home around 20h.

Tell me two or three things which you
think are unique to being a woman
from Cape Verde?
Courage, determination and the spirit of survival!
If you could wave a magic wand, and get any
wish you want, what would that be? And why?
I do not wish to be voted « Miss something or other »
( !) but I truly believe that all my wishes would be for
world peace, equality and the preservation of our
planet and all those who live on it . Why? Simply
because I have children!!

Where do you see yourself in five years?
As the Prime Minister of Cape Verde! No I’m joking,
Jose Maria Neves is doing a fantastic job and I wish
him and his government all the best. More seriously I
would like to work in a business field for an emerging
country…maybe in Africa?

Is there anything else you would like to
share with our readers?
Yes, here you go, this is my gift for all the women of
the world, a quotation from Nelson Mandela:

“Our deepest fear is not that we are
inadequate. Our deepest fear is that
we are powerful beyond measure.
It is our light, not our darkness that
most frightens us”

Describe the funniest incident you’ve
ever experienced in your business.
The first time I ever went to an important executive
business meeting and everyone presumed I was
the boss’ secretary!
What ways have you found to be most
effective for promoting your business?
Making myself heard, getting involved, and proving
myself useful, necessary and achieving things!
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Business Travel
Made Easy
By Christi Youd
Your Pre-Flight Preparations

Cancelled flights…lost luggage…presentation
programs that won’t run…the list of potential business
trip challenges is virtually endless. In fact, when it
comes to business travel, it seems that problems and
delays are the norm, not the exception. The key is to
be prepared for anything that comes your way. Only
then will arriving at your destination be as simple as
your morning drive into the office.
Unfortunately, most business travelers are
unprepared for even the smallest of travel glitches.
And although they may have made numerous business
trips in the past, each with its own problem or two,
people still don’t plan for setbacks when the next
trip rolls around. As a result, they get frustrated when
traveling and view business trips as a hassle they wish
they could avoid.
If you have to travel for business, take the
approach that everything will go wrong. That way
you’re prepared to handle whatever comes your way
and no challenge will derail your business plans.
Following are the key steps to take before, during,
and after a trip to make business travel as stress-free
as possible.

•

Create your travel binder. This is a small binder (5" x 11")
that will hold all your travel document essentials. In your
binder include your airline ticket (or electronic ticket
confirmation), photo identification, passport (if needed),
expense log, receipt envelope or pocket, cash, passes or
membership cards, and your frequent flyer or frequent stay
identification numbers. To minimize the number of frequent
guest cards you need to carry, laminate a single card that
has all your frequent flyer and frequent stay identification
numbers and information. Keep your travel binder with you
at all times, in an outside pocket of your carry-on bag.

•

When you choose your flight, never reserve the last flight
scheduled before you need to be at your destination, even
if that means arriving at your destination a day early. Why?
Because you need to plan that something will go wrong
with your flight and you’ll need to catch the next flight out.
If the meeting or event you’re attending is critical, then make
sure you have two flight times you can fall back on.
Remember, flights get cancelled, grounded, and delayed
every day. You need a backup so you can still make it to
your destination on time.

•

If you’ll be making a presentation using PowerPoint or some
other software program, prepare a backup of your
presentation. For example, you could carry a flash drive
around your neck, pack a CD in your carry on luggage,
burn a copy on the hard drive of your laptop, pack a hard
copy in your checked luggage, or upload an electronic copy
online so you can download it should you need it. At the
minimum, have at least two presentation backup options. If
it’s a vital presentation, have three or four backup options.

•

Pack light enough that you can personally carry all your
luggage without assistance. You may not need to carry it all
by yourself, but you want to be able to should the need
arise.
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•

Travel Day Essentials
•

When you travel, always wear the clothing you
plan to wear for your presentation or meeting. If
needed, you can get the clothes laundered that
evening at the hotel. But since luggage delays are
common, you don’t want to have to meet that
big client wearing jeans and a t-shirt. As an added
bonus, the more professional you dress when
traveling, the higher your chances of being
bumped up to first class.

•

Label everything, even your carry-on luggage.
Count on checked luggage not returning with you
if you don’t have your label and contact
information on it. And always assume that you’ll
get separated from your carry-on bag for some
reason. Make it as easy as possible for all your
belongings to find their way back to you. For
security purposes, label everything with your
business information rather than your home
information.

•

•

Check with your airline for any travel or security
measures. Each airline has different guidelines in
terms of number of checked and carry-on bags
you’re allowed, weight and/or size limitations for
baggage, and restrictions on what items you can
bring aboard the plane. Also check the TSA
website (www.tsa.gov) for any updated security
checkpoint guidelines.
Plant a cash reserve in several different locations:
on your body, in your travel binder, in your carry
on, etc. Things often get lost or stolen, and you
don’t want to be stranded without any money.

Allow ample time for you to go from your home to
your scheduled flight. Calculate how long your drive to
the airport will be, including traffic delays. Double the
amount of time you think it will take. Calculate how
long it will take you to shuttle from the parking area to
the airport entrance. Double the amount of time you
think it will take. Calculate how long it will take you to
get through security and to your gate. Double the amount
of time you think it will take. Plan on things going wrong
and schedule time for delays. If you end up being early
and have lots of time to kill before your flight, bring
some work with you that you can complete at the airport
or on your flight.

Post-Trip Planning
•

Begin preparing for your next business trip as soon as
you return from the current one. Restock all your travel
size toiletry containers so you’re ready for your next
flight. If you wait until the next trip to prepare, chances
are that in your rush to get everything done, you’ll forget
some essential items.

•

Clean out your travel binder and have it ready for the
next trip. Sort through your receipts, and complete and
submit your expense log. Restock your travel binder
with any updated papers or cards, and replenish your
cash reserve.

•

Do any promised follow-up or delegation the day you
arrive back at the office. If you wait a few days until
you’re “back in the groove” of everyday work, you’ll
get sidetracked and will forget to complete the tasks
you said you’d do.

Fly Through the Challenges of Air Travel:
Realize that you can use these same suggestions for personal travel, thus making your vacations truly relaxing without
the customary horror stories of airline travel. All it takes is a little planning and forethought on your part. In the end,
airline travel, whether for business or pleasure, doesn’t have to be the headache so many people make it out to be. By
simply following a few guidelines before, during, and after your trip, you can make any travel experience stress-free
and enjoyable.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Christi Youd is a professional speaker, organizer, and author. Her company, Organize Enterprise LLC,
provides live training and information products that help individuals and corporations boost their productivity at
home and at the workplace. Her published works include her popular books “Organize Your Home in 10 Minutes
a Day” and “Organize Your Office for Success.” To subscribe to Christi’s bi-weekly ezine “Organized to Succeed”
go to OrganizeEnterprise.com/ezinesubscribe. For interviews, consulting services or live training you can
contact Christi at (801)756-3382 or at www.OrganizeEnterprise.com
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Going Global: 10 Secrets to Success
The sky is the limit when looking at the global
marketplace. Are you ready to take the leap?

4. Find a mentor. Better yet, find more than one
mentor. Seek out both male and female Presidents
and owners of companies who have lots of exporting
experience.
5. Develop an international profile. Become an
authority in your industry by writing magazine
articles, giving speeches and even developing an
industry guidebook. Attend and offer to speak at
international conferences.

By Susan Baka
Globalization and advances in technology have created a
huge world market. There are many opportunities to grow
business that women can take advantage of, regardless
of your size. Even if you are a small, home-based
business, the beauty of using the Web to do international
business is that no one will ever know that you could be
in front of a computer in your slippers!
Although exporting may seem complex and daunting at
first, the rewards reaped can be well worth the time, effort
and expense. Here are some tips to help you navigate
your way successfully:
1. Do your homework. This includes researching your
target market and potential customers, which you can do
through the Internet, trade publications and associations,
and government departments. Starting with the Canadian
market is often a logical first step; in addition to Canada’s
close proximity and similar language and culture, it is the
U.S.’s largest trading partner. In fact, cross-border trade
between the two countries is about $2 billion per day!
2. Take advantage of government resources. The
U.S. Department of Commerce International Trade
Administration manages www.export.gov. This site is in
collaboration with 19 federal agencies that offer export
assistance programs and services, from market
research and trade leads to export finance information.
You can also call the Trade Information Center at

6. Build your cross-cultural savvy. Be aware of
differences in culture and become knowledgeable
about how business is done in other countries. When
they see you’ve educated yourself, they’ll respect
you.
7. Market astutely. You don’t have to spend huge
dollars on big advertising campaigns to raise your
overseas profile. Targeted, well-planned
communications using local publications, Chamber of
Commerce publications and web marketing can be
very effective.
8. Use the Web. The Internet is a great equalizer for
women, because people don’t know if you are working
from your basement or a downtown office. And using
the Web to do business globally – particularly after
you have established face-to-face contact – reduces
the amount of international travel needed.
9. Focus on your business, not on your gender.
Your gender may be a barrier in some cultures, but
try to be understanding and don’t impose your values.
Just be prepared and try to take things with a fair bit
of humor.
10. Be patient. It may take some time between your
initial decision to export and your first signed
contract, so have perseverance and patience. Many
cultures want to build personal relationships with the
people with whom they do business. And women
excel at this. Relationship building, in itself, is one of
the most fulfilling and fun parts of exporting!

1-800-USA-TRADE (1-800-872-8723) or email
tic@ita.doc.gov with any questions you may have. And
check out www.businesswomenintrade.gc.ca, a
Canadian government site for women exporters, which
has many tips, resources and profiles.
3. Network. Maximize your potential for success by
expanding your contacts and building relationships.
Attend international trade shows and participate in trade
missions. Become active in your industry association and
join trade organizations. A particularly good one for
women, in which I’m active, is the Organization of
Women in International Trade (www.owit.org). Designed to
promote women doing business globally, it has chapters
in the U.S. and around the world and provides networking,
education and global business contacts.
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Marketing specialist, writer and popular
international speaker Susan Baka, President
of Bay Communications &
Marketing Inc., has been
providing innovative marcom
strategies and vehicles for
clients since 1991. She speaks
internationally to audiences
ranging from intimate groups to
global gatherings, sharing her
vast market knowledge,
expertise and unparalleled contacts. Visit
www.baycomm.ca to book her for your next
event and to get free sure-fire tips on how to
boost your marketing.
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Small businesses are the heart and soul of our
world entrepreneurial economy. They create,
inspire, and fundamentally change people’s lives.
In the United States, we keep nurturing the
entrepreneurial spirit—a force that built America—
and people from all over the world, rather than
offering criticism, are engaging in the highest form
of flattery: imitation. We must be doing something
right!

4. ADOPT THE OUTSIDER LENS
Small businesses are good at adopting an insider lens
when making judgments while immersed in a situation.
Soon, though, small businesses will adopt the outsider
lens, which involves removing or detaching oneself from
a situation and establishing a realistic understanding of
the risks involved. This is a cleaner lens and is more
useful in doing business with the world, especially when
one must be sensitive to so many different cultures.

Let’s take a look at 12 global small business trends
to watch in 2008, trends that can be embraced
by any culture and will add value to any nation.

5. DISTURB THE STATUS QUO
Small business will not settle for the ordinary, or for
establishing rules, because they have things to
accomplish. They will break rules and disturb the status
quo to overcome obstacles and achieve brilliant results.

1. EMBRACE THE WORLD
Small businesses will embrace the world and make
globalization come true. When there is nowhere
to grow, branching out globally offers a wealth
of opportunity, including rapid expansion.
2. EXPORT LIKE MAD
Small businesses will discover that a weak U.S.
dollar offers an exciting, challenging, and fantastic
chance to export. It makes all American goods a
flashing blue light special. As a result, small
businesses will start to export like mad. Their
mandate in 2008 will become “Go forth and
export!”
3. DO WHATEVER IT TAKES
Small businesses will do whatever it takes to
survive—good times or bad—and going global will
be the ticket to thrive. For most
entrepreneurs,decisions throughout the year will
be made fast, and living with the consequences
will be a fact of business life. Globalization 3.0
will be driven not by the folks in India or China
but by budding “born global” entrepreneurs and
small businesses taking their businesses global
from anywhere.

6. LEAD THE WAY
Small businesses will continue to lead the way in global
trade. They typically generate 29 percent of the U.S.
export sales in a given year, and in 2005 they accounted
for nearly $300 billion of the $906 billion generated by
all U.S. exporters. Doing what’s right and what matters
will empower small businesses to stay the course of
international expansion, even if analysis might point to
a different path.
7. PROVE GLOBAL SMALL BUSINESS IS THE REAL
DEAL
Global small businesses are the real deal, and they will
prove it by continuing to deliver results across borders—
leaving people and businesses better off than they were
before. The ideas they promote and profit from are
authentic and are based on the genuine needs and
desires of consumers worldwide.
8. SET PRIORITIES
Small businesses will align their goals for going global
with their passion. They will set a few priorities (one
being going global) and will charge on until results are
achieved. They will become a world powerhouse of
productivity.
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9. INVEST IN COLLABORATIVE INNOVATION
Small businesses will realize that innovation is
the fundamental driver of economic opportunity,
greater globalization, job creation, improved
business competitiveness, and thriving. Social
networking and media are merely the tip of the
iceberg. Thanks to technology, anyone with a
good idea, anywhere in the world, can now
launch it in a heartbeat and for relatively little
expense. More collaborative innovation will take
place in the coming year, with further emphasis
placed on orchestrating resources, reaching
outside of an organization for new ideas, and
fostering interaction, whether it involves your
own participation or not.

11. FORGET ABOUT SIZE
It doesn’t matter (unless you are talking about an
entrepreneur’s dream—and if that is the case, then dream
big). With powerful software and outsourced processes,
small businesses can go head to head with large companies.
More than ever, small businesses have the advantage over
large companies; small businesses are adaptable, flexible,
resilient, maneuverable, and more global.

10. PUSH FORWARD
Small businesses will push forward to
passionately engage their entire organization
and their constituents, but they also will pay
attention to managing the push-and-pull of
interactions. This is an area where we will not
have much control. Get used to it. Prepare to
use the Internet as an effective tool to create
market pull by raising your company’s profile
and getting other people to talk about it. Push
forward to build Internet share, which is critical
for success, rather than mindshare.

###

G
12. ENSURE KNOWLEDGE SHARING
Small business owners will begin to foster knowledge sharing
a
across disciplines, making the ups and downs of the
b
organization more transparent to all. Cooperation and
r
sharing of ideas typically promotes the best possibleby
results.
i
This belief will encourage continuous improvement and high
e
achievement in 2008.
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FITA - The Federation of International Trade Associations

Is 500 association members and 500,000 linked member organizations that represent a
broad cross-section of the international trade & business community. FITA provides resources and benefits for the mobile-global professional, small business and large corporation. WECAI Network (TM) members are eligible for such benefits as the FITA Global Telecom
Program & Rebate – ask about the “follow me” one phone number, Trade Compliance and
International Trade Careers Online, FITA’s “Really Useful Sites for International Trade Professionals” e-newsletter, also available in Chinese! MedJetAssist – Travel with confidence,
and FITA’s WorldPoints Credit Card. Become a featured expert contributor, find trade leads,
FITA Trade Dox 360, managing cross-border compliance quickly and cost efficiently and
much more. Visit www.fita.org for more information or contact Kimberly Park President &
CEO, kpark@fita.org, 800.969.3482 or 703.620.1588.
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Women on a Mission
Julie Azuma sells educational materials
for children diagnosed
with
autism
at
www.difflearn.com. Their
company believes in two
interventions known as
Applied Behavior Analysis
and in Verbal Behavior.
These are one to one
teaching methods for children diagnosed
with autism. ABA has significantly
changed the landscape of autism, giving
hope for more progress and skills. Some
children, approximately 15% are now able
to be mainstreamed from using these
interventions between the ages of two and
five. All of their products relate in some
way to these two interventions.
Prior to starting her current business and
life’s work, Julie worked in the apparel
industry for many years as a designer and
merchandiser. The work in the apparel
field enabled her to understand budgets,
profit margins, acquiring product and
merchandising.

Sue Stockdale is a polar adventurer,
author and founder of
Mission Possible. Mission
Possible is a company that
inspires women to start up
and grow businesses. Sue
started it up following her
success in becoming the
first British woman to walk to the Magnetic
North Pole. As a child she dreamed of
being an adventurer but did not believe it
was possible. Having reached the North
Pole, she thought that my experiences
could inspire other women to achieve
things they too did not think were possible.
There is a huge amount of women-only
support available now for those wishing
to start up in business. However, at a
government level it has become much
more standardized, which Sue doesn’t
think is a good thing – because women
are not a homogenous group and face
many different issues. Most of this
support does not go much further than
the early stages which then causes
women to struggle later on with growth
issues such as financing. Consideration
needs to be given to helping women to
build sustainable businesses.

Michelle Bailly was born in Canada
and came to live in
Ireland 20 years
ago.
Michelle
says, “I’ve always
felt an affinity to
Ireland even as a small girl and had
a strong feeling I would visit it one
day … little did I know it would
capture my heart so completely. I
think it has something to do with the
Celtic influence....the love of music,
nature, community, singing, story
telling and oral traditions.”
From the time she can remember
Michelle loved to sing. But she told
me she “held her voice back” for
various reasons. She started
singing again in her early forties and
was amazed and how much ‘stuff’
came up for her around
it…emotional and physical issues in
connection with self expression,
repressed feelings etc.

Shirah Penn always knew that her
purpose in life was to
teach. She taught
children in First and
Second Grades for
42 years in MiamiDade County (Florida), starting in
1960 at Coral Park Elementary. She
switched to Village Green
Elementary and then spent 21 years
at Greenglade Elementary. The last
12 years of her career was at Palm
Springs North Elementary. After
retiring from the classroom in 2002
Shirah decided to get out of her
comfort zone to teach adult
women’s classes and parenting
courses. She trained and became
certified to teach Wise Women
courses and Redirecting Children’s
Behavior.
She missed being with children in
the classroom so she and her
husband started a new business
called JoySongCreations. They selfpublished her two books: Gramma
Shirah Says Words of Wisdom and
Gramma Shirah Says MORE Words
of Wisdom. It gives Shirah the
opportunity to get back to her roots
by visiting schools and sharing her
books with the children.
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Valorie Luther began her public relations
and marketing career in New
York City in the restaurant/
hotel business. Later, she
became a national sales
leader in a well-known
consumer company where
she was asked to sit on
various committees which concentrated on
communications and marketing issues.
After moving to Westchester County,
Valorie became Director of F.E.M.A.L.E.
where, in addition to her Director’s
responsibilities, she ran a public relations
campaign which brought some much
needed attention to the nationally based
not-for-profit. F.E.M.A.L.E. stood for
Formerly Employed Mother ’s At the
Leading Edge which helped transition
mothers from full time employment to full
time motherhood. She put a board in place,
created a Mom’s night out and brought in
speakers that would educate and entertain
the
members…everything
from
Pediatrician’s talking about burns to local
politicians.
Tracy Repchuk, bestselling author of “31
Days to Millionaire Marketing
Miracles” started her first
company directly after
college at the age of 19 in
1985. During her successful
journey as the president of 4
companies, once Tracy
started having children she moved the office
home and became an advocate for being a
work from home mom raising her kids – a
lifestyle that has been a dream-come-true.
She has been nominated for awards such
as Canadian Entrepreneur of the Year, and
Chamber of Commerce Business woman
of the year, and have received international
acclaim for my eCommerce software
products.
As a volunteer minister her responsibilities
can range from how to help a coworker
handle stress and overwhelm by getting
them organized and handling ‘decisions
they haven’t yet made that are hanging them
up, to helping others cope with loss, grief,
illness, hospitalization, fatigue, children,
finances, marriage, it is a real-life, full-scope
ability to handle any situation. It is really a
trained commitment to help our fellow man
when we see they need it. We also get
called for events such as the Olympics to
help with athletes, and deal with any issues
that arise. Every situation is a full call to all
members, and whoever is available, goes.
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Perfect Recipes for Having
People Over

The Winning Helix The Art of
Learning and Manifesting Your
True Potential

by Pam Anderson
Having your friends over is no big deal
when you have the perfect recipe, one
that’s not only foolproof but simple and that
fits into your hectic schedule. In her new
cookbook, Pam Anderson shares nearly
200 perfectly convenient dishes, including*
Lacy Cheddar Crisps — An irresistible
one-ingredient hors d’oeuvre, ready in 10 minutes.* OvenBarbecued Pork — Slow-cooked for 10 to 12 hours. You literally
make this one in your sleep.* Creamy Baked Macaroni and
Cheese — When kids are coming, why not serve the best version
of their favorite?*.* Easy Baked Risotto — Elegant and
effortless, with many sumptuous variations, including seafood
and vegetarian. You socialize while it cooks. * Orange-Glazed
Asparagus — One of the most versatile side dishes imaginable.
Ready in 8 relaxed minutes.* Molten Chocolate Cakes — 15
minutes to oozy decadence. Every recipe comes with helpful
suggestions on what to serve with the dish, how to vary it, how
to take shortcuts, and how to make it ahead.

by Cristina Andersson in collaboration with
Collin Hansen

The Winning Helix. A new and intriguing
perspective to successful action and
learning. Have you heard the attractive
call of victory? Deep inside you, do you
have the feeling that you have the potential for excellence
and winning achievements? Do you know that you can
take your skill to higher levels of performance? Using the
DNA-doublehelix as a metaphor, the book shows that peak
performance and ‘zero’ performance - growth and
transition - are parts of the same continuum of success
and important elements on the endeavor to reach new,
fascinating levels of skill. This book helps you to create
the element of winning in your action-learning process and
to mobilize your energy to meet the challenges that you
encounter on your way to new heights of skill and optimal
experience. The book serves individuals and teams as well
as organizations and coaches to create a system for
continuous and successful learning and growth.

What Would You Do If You Had
No Fear? Living Your Dreams
While Quakin’ in Your Boots
by Diane Conway

See Jane Lead – 99 Ways for Women
to Take Charge at Work
by Lois P. Frankel, PhD
The workplace is changing. From the boardrooms to
non-profit organizations to the military, the typical male
management style is now obsolete. There is a new
generation of employees who reject hierarchical
leadership and respond to the behaviors and
characteristics that women traditionally exhibit. In other
words, the time for women to take charge is now! In
SEE JANE LEAD, Dr. Frankel provides a blueprint for women who want to
tap their natural leadership abilities and manage with greater ease and
confidence in the business world, on the soccer field, at home, and beyond.

For this book, author Diane Conway
approached a police officer, a waitress, a
politician, a lawyer, a cab driver, and many
others, and asked them each the same question: “What
would you do if you had no fear?” The results, chronicled
in this book, were both surprising and enlightening. Her
respondents told her their secrets, their long-hidden
dreams, and their fears. Their dreams included quitting
mind-numbing jobs, applying to medical school, buying
tickets to South America, finding true love, quitting drinking,
or having an affair. The distance between dreaming and
doing, according to Conway, is surprisingly short. In What
Would You Do If You Had No Fear? her fresh voice and
“Studs Terkel in drag persona” challenge readers to stop,
open their hearts, and truly live. Included are self-tests,
quizzes, growth exercises, and inspiring quotes for realizing
one’s fear-free potential.

The Soccer Mom Myth

The Go Giver

by Michelle Miller and Holly Buchanan

by Bob Burg and John David Mann

Today, female consumers have more power than ever,
and traditional methods of marketing and advertising
to stereotypes like “Soccer Mom” are failing.
Businesses and corporations are now asking: » Who
is the real female consumer? » How do you discover
her real motivation for buying? » Does a woman
process advertising messages differently than a man?
» How do you create a message that gets her attention and compels her to
do business with you? » How do you market to women without alienating
men? » How do men and women use the Internet differently? » Which
marketing mediums are most effective for reaching women? » Why Michele
almost punched out a granite counter-top sales person » Why Holly spends
her holidays in the bathroom » And many more priceless insights With
strategies and ideas that can be utilized both offline and on the Internet, The
Soccer Mom Myth is the definitive answer to the question, “What does the
female consumer really want?” (HINT: Shouting at her about your low prices

The Go-Giver tells the story of an ambitious young
man named Joe who yearns to be successful.
Sometimes Joe feels as if the harder and faster he
works, the further away his goals seem to be. And
so one day, desperate to land a key sale at the end
of a bad quarter, he seeks advice from the enigmatic
Pindar, a legendary consultant referred to by his many
devotees simply as the Chairman. Over the next week, Pindar
introduces Joe to a series of successful “go-givers”: a restaurateur,
a CEO, a financial advisor, a real estate broker and “The Connector”
who brought them all together. Pindar’s friends share with Joe the
Five Laws of Stratospheric Success and teach him how to open
himself up to the power of giving. Joe learns that changing his focus
from getting to giving—putting others’ interests continually adding
value to their lives, ultimately leads to unexpected returns. Imparted
with wit and grace, The Go-Giver is a heartwarming and inspiring
tale that brings new relevance to the old proverb “give and you shall

and superior customer service isn’t the answer).

receive.”
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The Invasion of the ‘Blogger Mums’
Parents on the Internet

I am a grown-up with young children
and a business. I can’t possibly have
time to ‘socialise’ or network online.
So why is it I find myself interacting
with people I have never met from all
round the world, into the early hours,
‘poking’ on Facebook and ‘nudging’ on
Twitter? God, I’ve even started my
own blog and am in danger of
transforming from a reasonably
normal mother of three into a full-on
geek!
We have all at least heard of internet
dating sites and online chat rooms,
and Which? reports tell us that 75%
of UK internet shoppers who are
women prefer buying online to going
to the shops. Many of us use the
internet for research and education,
and for business networking. But
what value can it possibly have for
mothers of young children as a way
to network socially?
US artist and avid social networker
Susan Reynolds likens interacting on
sites such as Facebook and Twitter
to “an updated way of chatting over
the fence while hanging clothes and
getting personal insights which are
better than search engine research”.
In order to research this article, I
myself dived into my online social
networks and put out a call for
information and suggestions. Within
hours I had some quality links from
@Rosevibe, @Cbensen and
@Loudmouthman (‘Twitter’ names)
and, more importantly, a group of
peers interested in seeing and
enjoying the final result. When you are
working from home with young
children, finding other people online
who share your interests and help you
to develop your own ideas and
knowledge is a resource that I never
dreamed of discovering a year ago.
One of my Facebook friends, Ann
Handley, posted: “The real value of
social networking for women is that

they can seek and find like-minded
individuals at all stages of their lives.
When I was a young mother – a
breastfeeding, cloth-diaper-using,
attachment-parenting mom who
was working (freelance writing) from
home - I often felt pretty isolated,
without a ‘network’, wondering if I
was outright loony some days... I
would have loved a blog like
dooce.com, or a mother’s group on
Facebook, to connect with other
mothers like me.”
Sharing knowledge and experience
is important for parents who can so
often feel isolated. I popped onto
EveryClick.com (it’s like Google,
only they give money to charity every
time you use them as your search
engine) and typed in ‘Mothers
Blogs’. The first two natural listings
were www.motherblogs.net and
www.bloggingmommies.com. Both
sites are guiding and encouraging
mothers to share experiences and
advice;
but
in
the
UK,
www.netmums.com works on a
more community level, with 130
local sites and growing. Netmums
was started by three mothers and
has won a technology award for the
most promising voluntary sector
internet project. Co-founder Sally
Russell says their success is down
to a balance between hard facts and
being a community of support.
Netmums provides not just
information, but the opportunity to
find local like-minded women and to
connect up physically as well as
online. The site has been a godsend
to some mothers suffering with
postnatal depression who needed
help and to feel supported.
For the growing number of men who
are becoming house-parents, online
networking can help them to
accessand even create their own
local support groups. It is this
‘community’ element that has
WE magazine for women

by Suzy Miller

created my current addiction with
online networking and taken me
past the ‘fear’ threshold of working
with technology previously
unfamiliar to me. To begin your
own blog is simple enough to tempt
even
the
most
ardent
technophobe, and if you go onto
www.ning.com, you can create an
entire personal social network,
with blogs and forums and groups,
for free. It’s a fantastic way to
extend the reach and increase the
interactions within parenting
support groups or just your own
local school or community. No
technical expertise required!
If I have an idea about something,
need feedback, or just want to see
what someone else is thinking
about, I can go online and, through
a selective build-up of Twitter
buddies and Facebook friends, I
can research information and get
moral support from people who do
not live in my locality, and I don’t
need to hire a babysitter first.
Wanting to share my own
experiences of becoming involved
with social networking and
blogging and have some fun at the
same time, I recently created
Blogging for Blondes; but the key
thing about a blog is not just what
you write, it is the comments made
by your readers which turn a
solitary posting into a discussion
within a community.
Deborah Fallows (*How Women
and Men Use the Internet*) found
that in the US “Men value the
internet for the breadth of
experience it offers; women value
it for enriching their relationships,
but are more concerned about its
risks.” Irrespective of the safety of
online
banking,
online
communication on a social level
has many checks and measures.
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If someone wants to be my ‘Friend’ on Facebook, for
example, it is entirely up to me whether I accept that
offer, or even let them see my full profile online.
Ann Hadley believes that “women like to connect - not
debate. So they may not comment on blogs, but they
are nonetheless embracing social networks.” However,
women are increasingly finding their voice, and
expressing it, via social networking online.
The Pew Internet & American Life Project found that blog
creators in the US were more likely to be relatively well
off financially and well educated, and 43% of all bloggers
were women. Advertisers are taking note of the rise in
educated and high-income women using social
networking to take part in discussions and dialogues.
The women’s blogging site www.blogher.com publishes
that 70% of the women subscribers are married, and
50% have children still living at home. 53% of BlogHer
Parenting Network readers have their own blogs with
which to publish and amplify their recommendations and
referrals.
Glenda Stone, CEO at Aurora business networking group
for women, says that many women entrepreneurs begin
as mothers, working from home in a spare room, and
the discussion forums on Aurora can provide “value
added answers which they can trust - not only a quick
answer to a question, but evaluations and
recommendations into the bargain”.
Access to information is key to advancing in the
workplace, and having direct access to that information
creates great opportunities for women in large
corporations, especially if they are working part time
from home or are on maternity leave. Tom Crawford,
head of employer brand and diversity

at professional services firm Deloitte, encourages the
use of Facebook whilst providing advice and
guidelines on its use, rather than just banning it from
the workplace like many other employers have done.
Using a diverse range of networking resources,
Deloitte employees can access mentors and buddies
within their online women’s, working parents’ and
carers’ networks. It is the women employees who
have tapped into this big time, and who have benefited
the most from the sharing of information and
networking with colleagues online. Why do Deloitte
do this? Tom explains that they “want the broadest
range of talent to fix the broadest range of client
challenges”, and to do that, you need to “talk to people
in different ways and in different places, using a
variety of online and offline tools”.
My favourite recent example of social networking
being used creatively is by the artist Susan Reynolds,
who blogged in Case-Notes from the Artsy Asylum
about her recent mild stroke. I had ‘followed’ her
messages via Twitter during her hospital stay (at the
same time as someone else had a kitten being taken
to the vet and another was reporting on his wife being
in labour), but Susan actively used her social
networking as part of her rehabilitation: “through it all,
a stream of social media has kept me connected and
now it’s helping me not just recover but document
and test. Putting myself thorough my own battery of
tests, Second Life and Facebook Scrabble have
reassured me and helped test spatial, visual and
language skills. Twitter, tumblr & facebook mobile
photos have allowed me to document and track
activities and developments. Who said Social Media
serves no useful purpose? Working for me so far.”

Suzy is a single mother of three and currently owns her own company www.certainshops.com, an interactive online directory of vetted professional service providers recently voted by the Independent newspaper as
one of the “101 most useful websites that will change your life”. Suzy has created a blog to help the
technically nervous join in with social networking online at www.bloggingforblondes.com
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Tech Talk
Whoomp! Earbud Enhancers
Enhanced Sound Quality Make your ordinary earbuds extraordinary! The
unique shape of the Comply™ Whoomp!™ Earbud Enhancer stops the
escape of the bass frequency from the earbud and funnels it directly into the
ear. Enhanced Comfort and Noise Reduction
The ultra soft memory foam gently seals the entrance to the ear and blocks
interfering ambient noise. Stay in-ear Fit Our enhancers cradle in the bowl of
the ear to provide a secure fit. The perfect earphone accessory for those who
listen to music while on the go!

ANYWHERE SEAT CUSHION
Finally, a Memory Foam Seat Cushion for comfort - Anywhere! Ultra
comfortable seat cushion that you can use anywhere, car, home, sporting
event, etc. This is an ultra comfortable seat cushion that you can use
anywhere, car, home, sporting event, etc.
Its high density memory foam provides custom comfort. It also has a coccyx
cutout to alleviate pressure on the tailbone. The bottom of the cushion has a
non-slip backing that helps keep the cushion in one place so you won’t have to
keep adjusting it. The stretch cover is machine washable, or it can be wiped
with a wet cloth for spot cleaning.

Voyager 2 Talking Translator
Handheld, portable, multi-language talking translator
This amazing handheld talking translator is a great gadget for travelers,
businesspeople and students. With this portable, multi-language tool you can learn
foreign words and phrases at the touch of a button. Featuring a large easy to read
display and keypad, you can search from among 240,000 words and 27,000 phrases
in 12 different languages. It also offers assistance with basic metric, currency
and clothing-size conversions.

SteriPEN™
SteriPEN™ Adventurer Handheld Water Purifier. The Adventurer is half the size of the
SteriPEN Classic. Because it’s fast (48 seconds for 16 ounces), light (under 110g/4 oz),
easy and effective, it’s perfect for hikers and campers who value powerful products in small
packages with no loss of effectiveness.
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Use Ecommerce
To Be A
Stay At Home

Mom
by Jack Brooks

Today’s parenting is a shoehorning process for mom;
squeezing in the scheduling and logistical demands of
managing a home and family along with meeting financial
challenges that seem to increase almost daily! Yes, we
have instantaneous communication and vast information
available, thanks to the ‘Net, but what good is the
technology if mom still has to go off to the workplace,
away from her family? Today’s economic bottom line
usually necessitates two working parents (or one very
hardworking one!) but the very same Internet that brings
MySpace and Google to us offers an opportunity to not
only work from home, but also have more time with the
children. Ecommerce, doing business on the World Wide
Web, has exploded into a virtual electronic universe of
possibility for today’s determined and computer-savvy
mothers who value putting family first:
An Online Store – The wide availability of “plug and play”
turnkey ecommerce storefronts and payment services
from Internet Service Providers (ISP’s) and content portals
such as AOL, Yahoo, MSN, eBay, PayPal, etc. means
that expensive software packages or pricey consultants
aren’t necessary to get started. These and many other
Internet providers freely offer resources and education for
ecommerce “newbies” to jump right in and sell products
online.
Offer A Skill Or Service – One of the most effective
uses of the ‘Net is, as the name implies, networking. If
you have a marketable skill or specialized knowledge, the
Internet can be highly effective for getting the word out in
your local area. Perhaps you’re an accomplished pianist,
offer lessons at home. You may have a Math degree, tutor
students at home. One acquaintance of mine, skilled in
writing and editing, proofreads depositions for Court
Reporters. Look for a niche need that you can fill and
market online; they’re out there.
Auction Sales – With the rise of eBay, and other auction
sale websites, you can sell individual products that you’ve
liberated from the attic, or treasures discovered from
scouring garage sales and thrift shops. There’s women
who do well working part-time at this very thing; many
have turned their passion for (and knowledge of) antiques
into a nice side-business. Also, women who excel at this
have become Trading Assistants on eBay and other
auction sites, helping others (hopefully, moms also)
profitably sell their items online.

New Revenue Portals – The Internet marketing arena
changes daily! There is a panoply of new minitechnologies that are emerging:
•

•

•

Video-based websites – these offer exciting
creative possibilities for media-savvy moms to
create, or to assist others in creating, familyfriendly content for uploading. Advertisers are
beginning to turn a keen eye to this emerging
Web phenomenon.
Interactive Teaching or Counseling – You can
make your work experience or life-skills available
to help others who may be facing challenges
you’ve overcome or are desiring to further a skill
set in which you are proficient.
Social Networking Sites – A newly emerging
problem has arisen with justifiable parental
concern over their children posting and receiving
personal or inappropriate information on “Social
Networking” websites. A valuable service you
could offer to worried parents is as a “hired
monitor,” carefully watching their children’s
activities on these sites as well as assisting the
parents with this vital task.

This is just a thumbnail overview of what’s possible using
the powerful creativity and maternal insight that you bring
to raising your family! As the Internet evolves and new
challenges arise, applying these same attributes to
meeting them offers you tremendous opportunity.
Jack Brooks - Jack Brooks, in his role as
Technical and Messaging Strategist, brings an
eclectic background to the Quickbeam team
centered around his passion for the science
and technology of Internet Communications,
as well as the more humanistic areas of
psychology and written/verbal communication.
His previous work as a writing/performing musician, as well as in
the diverse fields of computer consulting, electronics, feature writing,
and teaching/counseling, form the common threads that weave
throughout the fabric of his commitment to the melding of art and
science in cooperatively developing Quickbeam Technical and
Messaging Strategies for individual and organizational enrichment.
Jack brings this passion to Quickbeam technical project support,
written publications, website development, information products/
programs, and media development.
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Profile:

Wine Women
Galia da le Vagalmes
My family has owned vineyards in the centre of Bulgaria since the end of the Muslim rule.
Then came the communist years. Since 1989,the grapes are sold to Rose Valley Winery
whose bottles are allowed to bear the royal crest as King Simeon II has his residence
within the area of production.
The idea of a website dedicated to women in the world of wine came when I met Florence CATHIARD of Chateau
Smith Haut Lafitte as she told me that many women are owners and wine makers in France.
Living in the UK, now, I realized how women run wine schools and write about wine .I read each Saturday, Jancis
Robinson in the wine pages of The Financial Times.
Then, I expanded my listings to other countries, mainly by word of mouth.
When I come across a women who has a web site and who is “in/into wine,” I e mail her and ask her if it is fine with her
that I enter her in my web site.
There is no joining fee, just a profile to have.
www.wine-women.com is now in the first pages of search engines when you enter “wine” and “women” as keywords,
which is quite powerful as a tool.
This year, I plan to be more sales and marketing orientated and not only be a web site which lists.
More and more women learn wine making and vineyard management in colleges.
Some fifteen years ago, it was brave, since some fathers, when retiring, preferred the son-in-law to the daughter to take
over!
I would not say that women are just accepted by their male counterpart, they have gained respect within their area of
work: wine making, running the estate, a successful wine school or writing interesting articles.

In my website I list wine educators.
Some women may feel more at ease with a female wine educator for many reasons. After all, you have special interests
holidays dedicated to groups of women .You have wineries making wine for women in mind, down to the name given to
the wine. Recent surveys, across many different countries show that wines are purchased in majority by women.
However, on women’s only wine tours in France visiting wineries run by women, a group of women will not mind my
husband...doing the chauffeuring ,as I do all the talking. Typical of us!
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CAPE GRAPES
Choosing South African Reds
by Jeanne Horak-Druiff

One of the things that never ceases to surprise
me is the unshakeable belief held by many of my
countrymen that if something is imported, it is by
default better than something local. How else can
you explain the fact that people will shell out
exorbitant amounts of money on French
champagne when a premium South African bubbly
will be almost indistinguishable in a blind tasting?
The truth of the matter is that South African wine
can more than hold its own on the international
stage and people are often surprised at the age
and sophistication of our wine industry. Although
we make pretty much every style and colour of
wine, it is our reds that we are justly famous for,
and it is reds that I will focus on in this article.
Although South Africa is a generally classed as a
New World wine producing country, many people
are surprised when they hear that the first wine
was made at the Cape in 1659. Jan Van Riebeeck
was the leader of a band of Dutch settlers charged
with establishing a refreshment station for the
ships of the Dutch East India Company travelling
round the Cape of Good Hope to the East. They
came ashore at Table Bay in 1652 and
immediately set about building a settlement and
planting crops. in 1656 the first grape vines were
imported from France, the Rhineland and Spain
and successfully planted in the Company gardens
and on 2 February 1659, Van Riebeeck wrote in
his diary:

“Today, praise be to God,
wine was made for the first time
from Cape grapes”
So we have a history of wine-making stretching
back almost three and a half centuries, making us
the oldest of the New World producers. In fact, in
the 18th and 19th centuries, the sweet wines of
Constantia (such as the now-revived Vin de
Constance) were much sought after in the courts

of Europe, sometimes in preference to, say,
Madeira or Sauternes. The combination of the
disastrous phylloxera pest and the Anglo-Boer war
at the end of the 19th century threw the wine
industry into chaos and it was not until almost 1920
that it started on the road to recovery - only to be
dealt another blow in the 1980s when anti-apartheid
sanctions meant that export markets for South
African wine virtually dried up. Today, however, the
industry is thriving with SA wines appearing on
shelves all over the world. The wine farming
industry is also one of the most progressive in
terms of assisting previously disadvantaged
labourers to learn the wine-making process and
eventually produce their own wines and manage
their own vineyards. According to figures released
in 2004, SA is ranked at no. 9 in the world in terms
of volume of wine produced and supplies 3.4% of
the world’s wine. Red grape varieties make up
45% of the total plantings, and include Cabernet
Sauvignon (13% of the total), Shiraz (10%), Merlot
(7%) and Pinotage (6%).
So how do you go about choosing a good South
African red then? Well, for a start, you can try to
stick to recognised producers as I said. The Big
Boys in terms of benchmark reds are Nederburg,
Rust en Vrede, Kanonkop, Meerlust and Alto - the
list is by no means exhaustive, but if you buy from
them you are unlikely to go w rong. The second tip
may be a bit harder to follow - buy wine from a red
wine region (for example there are few world class
red wines produced in the Karoo - Stellenbosch
and Paarl are where most of the flagship reds come
from, whereas Robertson is better known for its
whites). The problem with this tip is that the majority
of wine is labeled in terms of the “Wine of Origin”
scheme as being from one of four large regions
rather than a specific district as shown on the map.
So “wine of origin coastal region” could be a blend
of wines from Paarl, Stellenbosch, Swartland and
Constantia! This leads me to tip no. 3 - if you are
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going to be visiting SA’s winelands or plan to buy
a lot of SA wines, invest in the authoritative John
Platter wine guide - you can either subscribe online
or buy the book. The book is a wealth of
information (including which region a wine was
produced in - see previous tip!) and has reviews
of pretty much all of the wine estates in the country
as well as individual reviews of their wines. You
may not always agree with the reviews, but you
can usually safely buy a wine recommended by him
and not be too disappointed. Tip four is to look
out for the Veritas award stickers. These are the
symbols that a wine has been tasted and rated by
an independent tasting panel and has been
awarded either a double gold, gold, double silver,
silver, double bronze or bronze medal according
to average points awarded by the panel. If you
buy a wine with a Veritas sticker, you can be pretty
sure it’s a goodie. The current and past lists of
Veritas winners are also available online.
Now that you are armed with all the correct tips, all
that remains is to select your wine! Personally, I
feel that South Africa excels at Cabernet
Sauvignon and lately Shiraz (also known as Syrah)
has been receiving a ton of good press as well. I
also think we make some exceptional Bordeauxstyle blends. I am not personally a fan of Merlot,
so I wouldn’t want to express an opinion on that,
but I believe we make some very good Merlots as
well. And of course the Walker Bay area is
producing some fabulously classy Pinot Noirs Hamilton Russel and Bouchard Finlayson spring
instantly to mind. But South Africa’s most famous
cultivar and gift to the oenological world is the
Pinotage cultivar which was developed here. It was
created by Prof Abraham Izak Perold (a faculty
dean at the University of Stellenbosch in South
Africa) in 1924 and was the result of crossing Pinot
Noir with Cinsault (then locally known as Hemitage)
grapes. The resulting cross, named as an
amalgamation of its parents’ names, proved to be
disease-resistant, vigorous and early-ripening, and
the first commercial plantings began in the 1940s.
The textbook tasting notes for a Pinotage would
include an appealing “boiled sweets” nose, with
plums, bananas, cassis, cherries and berries in
its youth, often taking on more austere “barnyard”
flavours as it ages. However, I often find Pinotage
to be disappointing, either too nondescript or too

stridently chalky, like the scariest Merlot you can
imagine. But if you choose well there are some
great examples out there, like the Uiterwyk (now
De Waal) Top-of-the-hill Pinotage made from a
single vineyard of old (50+ years) vines. Or check
out last year’s winners of the South African Pinotage
competition - if you can’t find something you like
amongst that list you are just being picky! What
you don’t want to do is buy a wine that’s largely
made of Cinsault (it is grown as a high-yield,
indeterminate quality grape in SA), or some of the
scarier (and often cheaper) blends - Pinotage/
Cabernet Franc or Ruby Cabernet/Cinsault blend
is never a good idea in my book...
Last but not least, here are a couple of my
completely subjective personal favourites:
La Bri Cabernet Sauvignon or
Cabernet/Merlot blend
Welgemeend Douelle (a particularly interesting
blend of unusual red cultivars)
Springfield Cabernet Sauvignon (particularly the
1996 vintage if it’s still available)
Nederburg Petit Verdot (the first single-cultivar
bottling of this grape in SA)
Bellingham Cabernet Sauvignon (the 1981 vintage
was my favourite for years till stocks ran out...)

That should give you more than enough inspiration
to go and try some of South Africa’s premium reds
and maybe discover some lesser-known estates.
And you can always use the facts, figures and trivia
to impress your wine-buff friends!

Jeanne Horak-Druiff lives in London but
her heart and her palate remain resolutely
South African. Although she works in the
legal field to fund her expensive travel
habit, her true passion is for food, wine
and writing. She maintains a food blog at
www.cooksister.com and has been
interviewed by the Wall Street Journal
Europe and the BBC. She also contributed
to the Digital Dish, a collection of food writing from the Web.
When she grows up she wants to live in Plettenberg Bay and
lead culinary tours of the Garden Route!
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“Hi Heidi, I was contacted by
someone who found the WE
magazine article online this
morning! So glad to see it and
it read so well!! GREAT
JOB! Thank you very much
for this exposure. I’ll spread
the word to everyone I know
about your magazine.”
My Best, Wendy Morales Photo Artistry

“The WE Magazine is
beautiful AND the Media
Summit Workbook is amazing. Thank you Heidi and
All involved”
Sheila Finkelstein,
PicturestoPonder.com

Our Global Leaders

Meet Three Dynamic Board Members of the WECAI Network™

Lisa R. Tucci

- Liaison Italy

American Lisa R. Tucci has been living in Italy for over 15 years. For ten of those years, she’s been pursuing her
life’s passion, producing audioguides for museums, art cities, palaces and churches throughout the country. She
is the founder and Chief Creative Officer of Art&Media Communications, producing the Artineraries line of
downloadable audio tours for iPods and mp3 players. As former Country Manager for Acoustiguide Worldwide,
Tucci was the first to introduce audioguides into Italy, the first to offer City Tours, and now the first to bring
downloadable audio tours to Italy (launched during the Turin Olympics). www.touringtracks.com
As a digital audio publisher, she also edits scripts and a children’s book series for Aunt Dee’s Attic (Michigan).
Aside from producing interviews, podcasts & audioguides, the Art&Media team is behind the Linguality Italian books & audio for
English-speaking readers, Telecom Italia’s new Teleguide service for mobile phones and new videoguide productions.
After participating in the WECAI Publishing Webinar, she was inspired to start her own irreverent blog, Burnt By the Tuscan Sun where
she muses about the more difficult side of living in a place known for its fantastic ‘quality of life’, Italy.
http://burntbythetuscansun.blogspot.com
She is owned by her little dog Trevor.
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Christine Louise Hohlbaum

- Liaison Germany

“Writing is a lot like childbirth. It’s hard, sweaty work, but the result is quite worth it.”
~Christine Louise Hohlbaum
Christine Louise Hohlbaum has almost a decade of experience in marketing and PR. With a specialty in key
messaging and intercultural communication, Christine helps her clients express their messages concisely and
precisely, no matter the situation. She has worked with best-selling authors, public speakers, media personalities,
and more. She works with both US and international media outlets.
In addition to her public relations work, Christine has written several award-winning books. Her articles have appeared in hundreds
of publications, including her current humor column for Hybrid Mom magazine. Her expat blog was recently named Finalist as Blog
of the Year for the Stevie Awards for Women in Business.
Her formal education reflects the diversity she brings to any conversation. She has a BA from Smith College in Political Science and
German Literature. From the University of Constance, Germany, she obtained her combined master’s degree in International Relations,
German and English Literature. She has appeared on numerous programs including NPR’s The Parent’s Journal with Bobbi
Conner. She frequently offers commentary to media outlets such as NPR’s The Parent’s Journal with Bobbi Conner and has
appeared in The New York Times, Chicago Tribune, Boston Globe Magazine, Pregnancy magazine, Better Homes and Gardens,
Ladies Home Journal, Parents and Woman’s Day.
She has experience with both corporate and non-profit clients in Europe, South Africa and North America. When she isn’t writing,
crafting key messages, or shuttling kids to soccer practice, she prefers to frolic in the Bavarian countryside with her husband and two
children. http://diaryofamother.blogs.com
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Agustina Thorgilsson

-

Liaison Iceland

Agustina Thorgilsson, an expert in industrial psychology, began her career in 1979 as a consultant on internal
affairs, communication and HRD with AB Volvo in Sweden. In 1988 she became the director for the Institute of
Management Training, a division set up by the Ministry of Finance servicing all of Iceland’s public sector at that
time she was also a lecturer in management at the Icelandic college of Engineering and Technology. She later
founded a management training company that advised both public and private sectors on strategy, management
and HRD issues, before completing a Masters degree in clinical psychology which led to the founding of LifeNavigation in 2005. Life-Navigation is about dealing with the unexpected in life by becoming a sharper interpreter of one’s insights
and regain control of one’s life’s course. Thereby enhancing one’s wellbeing and finding a fresh approach to life.For more information,
visit www.lifenavigation.com.
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You can learn more about Suzanne Jones
by visiting
www.iqpro.co.nz or www.iqpro.biz

